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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
John Irving's novels have attracted much attention since the publication 
of The World According to Garp in 1978. Irving presents a distinct vision in all 
of his works, something that has earned him both praise and condemnation. 
Many critics have tried to label Irving, something that is a futile as it is difficult; 
John Irving is simply too enigmatic an individual to be neatly and simply 
defined. 
In much the same way have critics tried to analyze Irving's novels: neatly 
and simply. Most critics of Irving have contented themselves with studying each 
novel as a self-contained unit; they concern themselves with every aspect of a 
particular novel, exhaust it, and then move onto the next work. This thesis will 
be different in that it will analyze one particular theme and how it is handled in 
all seven of Irving's novels, 
The subject of this thesis is loss. All of Irving's characters undergo loss at 
some point in their lives. What is of great interest is how Irving's characters find 
different ways of trying to cope with their losses; in the first six novels, characters 
try to come to terms with their losses by preoccupying themselves with 
numerous distractions in an effort to put their losses behind them. No matter 
what their distraction-physical activities; the construction of false and temporary 
havens; or a focus on the family—these characters never overcome their losses; 
actually, many of their losses are intensified when they come to discover that 
their distractions are insufficient to make them forget their past losses or to 
protect them from future losses. 
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This is not the case of Irving's seventh novel, A Prayer for Owen Meany. 
Owen Meany is the first character of Irving's who is able to overcome his losses, 
because, unlike Irving's previous characters, he possess a deep and unwavering 
belief in God and it is this belief that enables him to not only come to terms with, 
but also overcome his losses. There are those who will say that Owen's religious 
beliefs are merely another distraction; this cannot be the case because, out of all 
the characters in Irving's seven novels, only Owen is able to overcome his losses, 
a step that cannot be made by taking on a mere distraction. The abandonment of 
worldly diversions for a spiritual faith and contentment is a huge departure for 
John Irving; until now, it has largely been ignored. I plan to correct that 
oversight in this thesis and show how this issue is crucial to completely 
understand the works of John Irving. 
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CHAPTER 2: DEFINING JOHN IRVING 
Trying to categorize John Irving as a writer is not an easy task, as critics 
and scholars have discovered. In 1968, with the release of Setting Free the Bears, 
it was decided by a handful of critics that Irving was worthy of "serious" literary 
discourse. However, their ranks did not increase significantly until 1976, when 
his fourth novel, The World According to Garp, was released. A blockbuster 
critical and financial success, the novel earned much praise and commentary, 
usually evoking only powerful responses from its readers; people either loved it 
or hated it. Despite the feelings that the novel might have instilled in its readers, 
critical acclaim was overwhelming. Such popular and critical success resulted in 
Irving "earning" the right to have his work discussed seriously; suddenly, there 
were Irving fans everywhere. This immense popularity also resulted in his 
earlier works being scrutinized by critics who had never heard of them. 
Favorable reviews for his newer works frequently compare them to Garp, and 
although financially successful, Irving's post-Garp novels have not earned the 
same critical acclaim; indeed, most critics still view Garp as Irving's greatest 
work. 
The World According to Garp is significant in may ways, one of which is 
that its huge success established all of the categories into which the critics have 
tried to place Irving. This categorization is problematic for numerous reasons: 
Irving's works deal with so many issues that to place him in nice, clearly defined 
slots is to overlook many aspects of his writing. As he matures, Irving is exposed 
to many new experiences which affect his own beliefs; many of these find their 
way into his novels. Irving greatly resents critics and seems, when "defined" by 
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a critic, to publish a work that is antithetical to that critic's statements, omitting 
practices that have been described as “essential" to his works and incorporating 
methods that he has been accused of never including. Six significant categories 
that have been established to describe Irving as both an artist and an individual. 
Irving is seen as a violent artist, a pessimistic writer, a feminist, an 
autobiographical author, a novelty writer, and a religious author. 
While these descriptions may be accurate, they are very limiting in scope 
and, as a result, overlook many of Irving's other traits and messages. One such 
overlooked topic is that of loss. A portion of this thesis will be dedicated to 
showing how Irving uses violence and pessimism to represent loss and the way 
that it affects people. The characters in Irving's works are very well acquainted 
with loss, some of which occurs violently; most come to accept and understand 
their losses, but never overcome them. Instead, they spend the rest of their lives 
concerned with loss's next appearance. In this way, the characters might be 
defined as pessimistic, as they are always worried about the potential losses that 
might befall them. However, neither of these is the focus for the works of 
Irving. At the same time, Irving is not a feminist, or at least he is not “just" a 
feminist. Many of his characters are strong-willed, fiercely independent, and 
stubborn; this holds equally true for female and male characters. One aspect that 
these characters have in common is that they exemplify the argument of Irving's 
first six novels. They must all, as Irving told Thomas Wiliams, “live 
purposefully [and] be determined about living well" (26). This is what the 
characters of those novels do and, as a result, they may come to terms with their 
losses, but they never overcome them. 
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The publication of A Prayer for Owen Meany (1989), changed this. A giant 
step in a new direction for Irving, his seventh novel introduced his first 
character who is able to not only overcome his losses, but actually seems to 
thrive on them. What is different about Owen Meany that enables him to act 
this way? Simply put, Owen Meany is a Christian and his faith is so strong that it 
enables him to overcome any adversity that he must face. 
The purpose of this thesis is to show that the central issue of all seven of 
Irving's novels is loss and how it affects individuals, something that has been 
overlooked when critics have tries to categorize both Irving and his main 
concerns. While the characters in his first six novels cannot overcome their 
losses, despite their valiant efforts to the contrary, the title character in Owen 
Meany is able to take this step due to his unshakable faith in God and His plan. I 
will analyze Irving's seven novels as well as what the critics have said about 
Irving, both drawing upon and disagreeing with them to formulate my own 
thesis. Only by moving beyond what has already been said can we come to truly 
understand John Irving and his fiction, just as he keeps progressing with each 
subsequent work, moving beyond the messages of his previous ones, constantly 
developing his own new focus. 
The Violent Artist 
In 1981, when discussing his then-new The Hotel New Hampshire, and in 
anticipation of a question about violence in his works, Irving stated, "Of course, 
people get abused in the book—personally, sexually—you know, the extremist 
theme of the shock of the accident, the shock of rape, the threat of random 
violence. Those things don't go away " (West 29). Much has been made of the 
extreme violence that has been contained in all of Irving's popular novels; in the 
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world according to Irving, violence is always present and doesn't "go away." 
Indeed, when The World According to Garp was released, much of the fanfare 
had to do with the amount of violence contained in the novel. Irving was later 
asked: 
Q: Were you surprised when Garp was criticized for being 
excessively violent and too explicit? 
A: Not so much surprised as bewildered. How could anyone 
who reads the newspaper think it excessive? I think events in 
American social and political life have borne me out. . . (32). 
Why do Irving's works contain so much violence? While some critics 
have speculated that he author himself might be an overly violent person, 
Irving himself disagrees: "I don't think that I'm any more violent than any 
other human being; I also believe I have more restraint—in regard to violence— 
than most human beings" (Renwick 17). While Irving may not himself possess 
a tendency towards violence, he does possess what many would call a unique 
world view in that he "can't picture life without sex and violence" (18). Irving 
believes that authors must "write about people as people are. . . . [They] mustn't 
politicize human beings and write about us as we ought to be (or in some better 
world could be)" (16). 
What, then, does Irving feel to be an adequate portrayal of "people as 
people are"? In an interview with U.S. News and World Report, he said: 
Ours is a frustrated society and a frustrated age. There's a great sense 
of economic and individual worthlessness. Whenever there's 
resentment, whenever there's helplessness, there's going to be violence 
(Sanoff 70). 
While none of us would deny that we live in a violent age, some see 
Irving's violent depictions as being too extreme. Violence is an everyday 
occurrence in Irving's fictional worlds, and he feels that "[t]he violence depicted 
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in my writing is not disproportionate to real life. If people think otherwise, they 
must not read the same news that I read" (70). 
"Humans," he declares, "are a violent species; we always have been. 
Violence is present in us like a gene" (70). Whether or not we choose to believe 
this is unimportant to Irving~he believes it to be true. Because Irving views 
humans as a "violent species," he includes this violence to provide an accurate 
and truthful presentation of the world; to do less would be dishonest. He would 
agree with John Gardner that authors have a responsibility to create "moral 
fiction," which Irving defines as being "a euphemism for telling the truth" 
(Renwick 16); what he attempts in his fiction is to portray this truth as he sees it 
and he believes "[i]f there is a verisimilitude lacking in my novels, it is that they 
might have altogether too sunny a disposition or too uplifting a sentiment. The 
world is too violent, and so are we" (Sanoff 70). 
The world as seen by Irving seems to be plenty violent, all his protests 
aside. "In his universe, castration, mutilation, and disembowelment—not to 
mention rape and murder—are everyday events" (Mayar 124). One reporter, 
"tempted to ask Irving if all that blood is really necessary" (124), is cut off by 
Irving's anticipatory response: 
"Of all the criticism of me that I've heard," he says, "I'm intolerant 
only of the accusation that my work is excessively violent." He 
leans forward and lowers his voice. "I think life is excessively 
violent" (124). 
It is this portrayal of life that he puts into each of his novels. And he does have a 
compelling argument about the presence of violence in the world, one which is 
strengthened when he asserts: 
. . .1 would find a long morning with a page-to-page reading of the 
New York Times or The Washington Post—two of the cleaner 
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papers in the country—infinitely more depressing than I think 
anyone has a right to be coming off one of my novels (Sanoff 70). 
While Irving does not see his fictional worlds as unrealistically violent, many of 
his readers do, perhaps because, in reading, they seek to escape from the violence 
of daily life. But Irving is not the type of author who believes in escapism. The 
search for a "safe" fictional world is an attempt to find some sort of safety from 
the maelstrom, something that Irving refuses to offer the reader. The only two 
havens he can think of are those of religious faith and of the family, both of 
which are explored in his works. However, just like the world of safe fiction, 
they are "violated over and over again by an outside world which is both 
terrifying in what's familiar about it and terrifying in its unfamiliarity" (71). 
Irving believes that his novels do not contain "terrifying unfamiliarity," at least 
in terms of violence. It is this assertion that his critics seem to actually find fault 
with; it is not so much the fact that his works are violent as the fact that his 
fictional worlds do not offer an escape from the reader's world and its own 
violence. 
Irving does not present the reader with violence merely for the sake of 
violence. The violence in an Irving novel is symbolic of losses that occur in our 
everyday lives, many of which do occur violently. The majority of critics do not 
look beyond the violence and ask themselves what Irving must have meant by 
including such material (and those who have asked themselves that question 
seem to think that Irving has done so just to attract attention). If we actually peer 
behind the presented violence, we are rewarded with a deeper understanding of 
how our world functions. It is how Irving's characters react to this violence that 
helps the reader come to an understanding of Irving's ongoing theme—that of 
life's losses—and its development through all of his novels. 
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The Pessimist 
Along with the accusation that Irving portrays life as being excessively 
violent, another complaint is that he has an overly pessimistic view of life. Life 
seems hopeless for his characters. The dreadful Under Toad of Garp and the dog 
Sorrow in The Hotel New Hampshire are but two symbols for a primary concept 
of Irving's: "There are no happy endings" (Williams 26). 
On the release of The Hotel New Hampshire (Irving's fifth novel), one 
critic noted that although Garp was a huge success, both critically and financially, 
for Irving, "[njeither fame nor fortune has fattened his optimism. The world's 
still not a safe place" (O'Toole 4). Does Irving really see the world as being 
dangerous? Do catastrophes really strike frequently? '"Of course,"' Irving says, 
"'terrible things happen" (4), 
"[D]eath is . . .horrible and final and frequently premature" ( Williams 26) 
and there is a sense of this in all of Irving's novels. Yet Irving does not consider 
this "cause for some sort of blanket cynicism or sophomoric despair; that's just a 
strong incentive to live purposefully, to be determined about living well" (26). 
These seemingly discordant statements show why it is so difficult to reach a 
consensus about John Irving; most critics would have little trouble accepting 
either statement, but cannot link the two. 
A pessimist will proclaim that the glass is half empty; an optimist states 
just as emphatically that the glass is half full. Irving merely describes the level of 
the water in the glass. Irving does not give a skewed version of the world, saying 
that there is no hope, which is what a pessimist would do. What Irving does— 
and does very well, judging from the response he has generated—is faithfully 
record his view of the world and let the reader determine how optimistic or 
pessimistic a place it is. 
[LJet's take a simple family of four. Those two children will have, 
say, two children, making eight people. Is it claiming too much to 
say that out of the eight, someone is going to hit the wall? In a car 
crash, a plane crash, a wipeout, a premature tragedy, of course it will 
happen! Someone is going off the deep end. They may not jump 
out of a window, they may take drugs until they are useless, but 
certainly one of those eight isn't going to make it (West 32). 
Irving himself has pointed out that there are pessimistic writers, but that he is 
not one of them. “I think [Kurt Vonnegut] is much more pessimistic than I am, 
in terms of vision" (Renwick 9), he said when asked about his friend and fellow 
writer. Furthermore, he is tired of being called a pessimist and declares: 
I am sick of secure and smugly conventional people telling me that 
my work is bizarre simply because they've found a safe little place to 
live out the chaos of the world—and who then deny that this chaos 
happens to other, less fortunate people. . . I don't make much up. I 
mean that. I am not the inventor that I've been given credit for 
being. I just witness a different news. . . (83). 
What Irving witnesses and faithfully records is not some fantastic world, nor a 
pessimistic one, but one which he feels "is an enormously complicated place for 
someone who holds to old-fashioned ideas of order, family life, community" 
(Priestly 493). However, he is a far cry from pessimistic in that he believes "if you 
do the right thing, the right thing will happen" (493). 
Caryn James, reviewing A Prayer for Owen Meany, claims to know "Mr. 
Irving's constant theme: life is miraculous, fraught with meaning and loaded 
with booby traps" (C22). This is a perfectly acceptable but simplistic statement. 
While Irving would be the first to admit that the world is not a safe place, he 
feels that focused individuals can come to accept the losses that occur in their 
lives. This belief is hardly that of a pessimist, and Owen Meany has an even 
more optimistic message: a little religious faith is necessary in today's world; 
while it does not necessarily make the world a safe place, it does make its dangers 
more tolerable. Those who believe will get through life with just superficial 
wounds (at least symbolically speaking), as opposed to Irving's non-believing 
characters. The describing of life's booby traps does not automatically make one a 
pessimist, just as depicting the violence of everyday life does not mean that one 
has excessively violent tendencies. “I haven't invented the world the way it is or 
how it kills" (Mademoiselle 202), Irving states emphatically. While he might 
not have invented the world the way it is, he does an excellent job of writing 
about it. 
"I feel I am a life-affirming person," Irving states. "I mean of course I 
believe in blackness, you would have to be an idiot not to see it everywhere; but 
at the same time, I believe that literature is a sign of life, not of death" (Priestly 
498). And the fact remains that, as trying and depressing as Irving's worlds are, 
"despite the world's remorseless harm that. . .yet stalks the individual, Irving's 
fiction is free from the nihilism so characteristic of modern literature" (Harter 
and Thompson 10); Irving's fiction is finally affirmative. 
Once again the critics have not looked deep enough. On the surface, it 
may seem as though Irving is pessimistic, but this is only the way that he 
describes his characters; there is a life-affirming message in his works and things 
do work out. The fact remains that, as determined as his characters might be, 
they cannot overcome their losses, no matter how they may throw themselves 
into worthwhile endeavors, such as relationships with family and/or friends; 
they are always worried that new losses will befall them. In this way they might 
be pessimistic; in a similar way, one might call the individual who knows that 
the sun will set every evening a pessimist. Both are simply facts of life. A Prayer 
for Owen Meany contains the first character who does not worry about whether 
or not the sun is going to set. Owen knows that losses are going to befall him, 
but, thanks to his faith in God, he does not spend any time brooding about what 
they might be. Instead, he enjoys his life and his friends, confident that his faith 
will be adequate enough to overcome (and not just cope with) any future losses. 
This is a monumental leap that Irving has taken; it is also one which has been 
(until now) largely ignored. 
Some might argue that Owen Meany, like Irving's other novels, does not 
have a happy ending. Yet, for the first time, the potential for a happy ending 
exists; if John Wheelwright ever develops the necessary faith, he will overcome 
his loss and will lead a happier life than any other character of Irving's has (with 
the exception of Owen Meany himself). 
The Feminist 
The World According to Garp and its unique, determined, and strong 
female characters attracted the attention of feminists and of feminist groups. As 
Marilyn French stated in "The 'Garp' Phenomenon," 
Garp's world is. . . a place of sexual equality. . . .For most of the 
males, even the heroes, are to some degree unsure, ineffectual, silly- 
-even laughable; whereas the major female characters. . . are 
supremely assured, confident, and competent; they seem as 
unfamiliar with self-doubt as they are with fear (14). 
It is this aspect of the novel that first earned Irving the descriptive title of 
"feminist" from some critics; it is this aspect that resulted in Ms. magazine 
including Irving in a list of "Men Who've Taken Chances and Made a 
Difference." 
Perhaps the most ironic thing about describing Irving as a feminist is that 
it was mostly his portrayal of Garp's mother—Jenny Fields—that first earned him 
that description. This is ironic, for even though "Jenny herself is adopted as a 
heroine by various women's groups all over the country and considered a guru 
by others. . . . she remains uncomfortable in her role as a 'feminist'" (Miller 108). 
All that Irving would say about the matter is: "That the mother would end up a 
feminist was inevitable. . . . But I was never writing out an opinion on feminism 
or the women's movement. . ." (Bannon 6). In response to Michael Priestly, who 
reminds Irving that "[w]hen Garp came out, some of the reviewers decided that 
it was the first feminist novel written by a man" (495), Irving claims that he was 
not trying to speak for the cause of feminism: 
In England, the book [Garp] has been read in a much more social 
way, and I really do seem to have been taken on there as a 
champion of feminism. I said in an interview in England that I 
didn't think that that was appropriate or exactly quite accurate (495). 
This is a view shared by some feminists (most notably French) who feel that 
Garp did not portray feminists positively or accurately. For all of the novel's 
sexual equality, she states, all "the villains of the book are feminists" (15). Irving, 
she says: 
can feel and show feminism (as he conceives of it) to be an 
aberration, the insane revenge of unsexual people against sexual 
ones, a self-destructive cult of hatred against the well-intentioned, 
kindly men simply because they are men (15-16). 
Furthermore, she states: 
it demonstrates a phenomenon I have noticed elsewhere: when 
men embody "feminine" qualities—are affectionate, nutritive, 
spontaneous, non-dominating, and fun—they push women into 
opposite qualities, seeing or showing them to be practical, realistic 
(about small things), calculating, or purely sexual, or subhuman 
(16). 
While some readers have found some interesting statements in French's 
musings, Irving himself did not like "the French piece ('it was stupid'), and he is 
tired of being read for his feminist credentials (Mademoiselle 158). 
This controversy, far from ceasing, has raged on; even after the release of 
The Cider House Rules, reviewers challenged Irving's so-called feminist views 
and status. "Irving has been praised by feminists," wrote Walter Clemons in "Dr. 
Larch's Odd Orphanage." "Am I entirely wrong in finding his gynecological 
details pruriently sadistic?" (80). Irving sums up his own feelings about the 
feminist debate (and about critics in general) by revealing, "The same idiot who 
called Garp a feminist tract, by the way, also called The Cider House Rules sadistic 
to women. Does he mean I've changed? Does he even know what he means?" 
(Hansen 90). 
Although Irving's novels do feature strong, determined women, many 
readers still sense an underlying hostility towards women, something that Irving 
denies. If some of his (self-proclaimed) feminists are less-than-admirable, it is 
because, as he tells Joyce Renwick, "If women are justifiably put off by the 'Men 
Only' signs that still exist in the windows of some bars, I am put off by any 
'Women Only' notion. . . " (13). 
Irving is not opposed to feminism, however, and emphatically states that 
"any intelligent woman should be" a feminist (O'Toole 6). This does not mean, 
though, that he supports radical feminism; in fact, his dislike of extremism 
accounts for some of his fictional feminists—and it must be remembered that 
they are merely self-professed feminists—being such narrowly focused people and 
objects of ridicule. There are strong female characters in Irving's works who are 
not man-haters and these characters are the ones that should be defined as 
feminists (at least as Marilyn French would want them defined). Most of Irving's 
self-defined feminists have great hostilities towards anyone—male or female- 
who does not agree with their own points of view. They are radical characters, 
similar to his radical male characters in that all are obsessed with a destructive 
message, something that Irving does not support. Such radical behavior is only 
one more attempt of the individual to control his or her world, something that 
Irving feels canot be done and something that is performed only at the expense 
of others. Irving believes that people should offer one another as much support 
as possible to try to overcome loss. 
Irving is neither a "feminist" nor a " male chauvinist," but he is an author 
who includes many types of characters in his works. Some are actually feminists, 
some are actually chauvinists; others merely claim to be so. What all of these 
characters have in common is that they are driven individuals (of both sexes) 
and, in Irving's fiction, drive is necessary to attempt to cope with life's losses. 
When the drive is not a productive one, but is harmful or oppressive to others, 
those characters are presented as being villains. Irving is opposed to oppression 
of any kind, be it based on gender, race, creed, or sexual preference. To limit him 
and his works by declaring them "feminist" in nature is to have too narrow a 
focus and is to overlook many other subjects treated in his works. This is a great 
error and does a great disservice to both the reader and to Irving. 
Autobiographical Writer 
Many situations and locations that figure prominently in Irving's life exist 
in his works also. Because of this, many critics have tried to identify Irving with 
some of his fictional creations and thus describe him as a writer of 
autobiographical fiction, a charge which he disputes rather vehemently 
The autobiographical associations that have to do with where I 
went to school, my traveling, and a lot of other not unimportant, 
but superficial things about my life, are available to anyone who 
knows me only casually. The fact that I did wrestle, the fact that I 
am married and have children; obviously, a writer uses the physical 
detail that is most familiar to him. But people who know me are 
much more puzzled at how I thought up a book like Garp than they 
are struck with the autobiographical differences (Priestly 490). 
Irving asserts that there are more differences between his life and the lives of his 
characters than most people would like to believe. Irving made the above 
statement during the period of Garp's huge success, when most people who met 
him immediately identified him with Garp, something that greatly irritated him. 
"Irving insists he isn't Garp. He loathes autobiographical fiction" (O'Toole 4). 
Proud of his work, Irving could not dismiss something that he worked at so hard 
as being merely "autobiographical." 
I think that the dependence on autobiography among novelists is 
why we have so many novelists who write one book and never 
write another one—or never write another one that is any good. I 
think it's responsible for a lot of trivia that gets into fiction. . . . An 
autobiographical novel to me usually means a bad novel. It usually 
means a failed imagination in one way or another. But a writer 
would be a fool not to use every little thing that is applicable. I 
certainly use a lot of things that have happened to me, or could 
have, but they are not autobiographical to me (Priestly 490). 
He further elaborates on which parts of his works are "autobiographical" and 
which are not: 
I make up all the important things. I've had an uninteresting 
life. . . . I'm grateful for how ordinary my life is because I'm not ever 
tempted to think that something that happened to me is important 
simply because it happened to me (Williams 26). 
How Irving incorporates his own personal experiences into his fictional works is 
very interesting. In another interview, he reveals: 
I've never been able to keep a diary, to write a memoir. I've tried; I 
begin by telling the truth, by remembering real people, relatives and 
friends. The landscape detail is pretty good, but the people aren't 
quite interesting enough—they don't have quite enough to do with 
one another; of course, what unsettles me is the absence of a plot, 
there's no story to my life! And so I find a little something that I 
exaggerate, a little: gradually, I have an autobiography on its way to 
becoming a lie. The lie, of course, is more interesting. . . . And then 
I begin to think of a novel; that's the end of the diary. I promise I'll 
start another one as soon as I finish the novel. Then the same thing 
happens; the lies become more interesting-always (Hansen 82) 
Not wanting to get caught in the trap myself, it is merely as a point of 
interest that I mention a scene from The World According to Carp. After Garp 
has told a bedtime story—a supposedly "true" bedtime story—to his youngest son, 
Walt, he admits to his wife, Helen, that he made up most of the tale. 
He was ruthless as a storyteller, Helen knew. If the truth suited the 
story, he would reveal it without embarrassment; but if any truth 
was unsuccessful in a story, he would think nothing of changing it 
(271). 
Garp's tale arises from constant tinkering with an episode form his life, just as 
Irving's novels begin with his attempts to write a memoir. 
Despite the many similarities that exist between the life of John Irving and 
the lives of his fictional characters, they are far outweighed by the dissimilarities. 
While claiming not to be overly inventive with regard to the violence and 
pessimism that occurring his works, Irving believes that a good author should 
have enough originality to create new and vivid characters that are far less 
boring than real-life ones. The fact that so many readers come to identify with 
these characters (and come to mourn their passing) is a testament to his creative 
powers. 
Novelty Writer 
Irving's fictional worlds are populated by what would conservatively be 
called "bizarre" characters. The events that befall these characters are just as odd. 
There are those critics who feel that Irving uses such subjects as a crutch and 
relies on them—rather than serious artistic ability—to sell his works. Irving's 
subjects include bears; the young male protagonist from the school of the 
Bildungsroman; the physically deformed or maimed ("freaks," as they are 
described by harsher critics); rape; graphic violence; and incestuous encounters. 
Any one of these is material for a sensational best-seller; combined as they are in 
Irving's works, the popularity of his novels becomes no surprise, and many 
critics think that these elements are the sole reason for his success: 
[bjecause he focuses on contemporary issues that include 
homosexuality, transvestitism, mate-swapping, equal rights, radical 
extremism, incest, rape, abortion, and violence, some critics label 
Irving as a "trendy" or "popular" writer; because of his probing 
insights into and analyses of these issues, other critics label him a 
"serious" writer (Reilly 11). 
Not only does this illustrate how hard a task it is to categorize Irving, but it 
shows that the concept of Irving's popularity being the result of his conception as 
merely a "trendy" or "popular" author is a strange opinion to hold, especially 
given the numerous unsuccessful "sensational" works that have been published. 
Book racks are filled with "sensational" works that are read by few. 
Even stranger is the fact that the critics now dismiss Irving's formerly 
"bizarre" or "unique" characters as stock characters, accepting them as being 
rather commonplace when Irving is the author being discussed. When The 
Hotel New Hampshire (which was only Irving's second "successful" and widely 
read novel) came out, the novelty seemed to be gone—at least for critics who 
broke down an Irving novel quite simply: 
First there is the subject matter, which will be familiar to 
anybody who has read any of Irving's previous works: seedy New 
England prep schools, bears both real and imaginary, Vienna, 
weight lifting and physical fitness generally, rape, violent death, 
mutilation, and very odd families (Lyons 277). 
A Time cover story about Irving—published shortly after the release of The Hotel 
New Hampshire--mentioned that bears abound in his work, but hastened to 
point out that "[a]n Irving bear is a pathetic creature whose strength and dignity 
are ridiculed by its overriding need to perform" (Sheppard 50). Many critics seem 
to think that this description—"pathetic" and one "whose strength and dignity 
are reidiculed by its overwhelming need to perform"—would be adequate for all 
of Irving's characters and perhaps for Irving himself. 
By the time The Cider House Rules was released, the critics seemed not to 
care about the artistic merit of the novel; they were merely concerned with he 
fact that it was another "bizarre" piece of writing by John Irving. What the 
author was trying to do in the novel was no longer important; that it was a 
"typically untypical" work was all that mattered. The consensus was that "'The 
Cider House Rules' is a slog. . . . Most of the novel is cozily confined to fantasy 
land. Stock characters with stock gestures appear and disappear" (Clemons 80). 
Anthony Burgess, in a review of A Prayer for Owen Meany titled "The 
Freak Show Goes On," states that "Irving is fond of freaks. . . . and Owen Meany 
■ is the best freak so far" (48). He adds that the work also contains "confused 
symbolism" (48) and apparently abounds in clever "tricks" that prevent it from 
being serious fiction. Peter S. Prescott, in his review of A Prayer for Owen 
Meany, is no kinder. Entitled "Here They Come Again," Prescott's review states 
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that Irving is merely recycling is earlier characters. Dripping with sarcasm, 
Prescott shreds the work—and Irving's fans—by ending the piece with the claim 
that "Irving's fans, like hippopotami, will enjoy the wallow" (64). Yet another 
review states that A Prayer for Owen Meany "has too few jokes or literary 
qualities for its length; and it is full of thunderous symbols and sophomoric 
fulminations" (Koenig 83). Why Irving's seventh novel has been targeted for 
such abuse is unclear, but it seems that every subsequent work since Gary has 
been compared to that novel and found lacking. While Irving does include 
many uncommon characters and experiences in his works, they are popular and 
entertaining, qualities that Irving believes should be components of all "good" 
fiction. 
While he was first praised for creating—and making the reader care about— 
unusual characters, Irving seems to have fallen out of favor by continuing to do 
what he does well: give his readers memorable characters who, despite their 
physical, mental, or situational drawbacks, are highly identifiable. He was first 
branded as a "pessimistic" and "violent" artist in part because readers could not 
believe that he could kill off a character who was so likable and identifiable. 
Irving insists that he does not invent as much as he is given credit for, and 
that he believes 
... in the art of exaggeration; I have always liked writers who carry 
things to extremes, whose visions are extreme. . . . 
I am always struck when people say what a bizarre book Gary 
is; but I am exaggerating what I believe to be truthful things. ... I 
don't think Ellen Jamesians are very far out at all, and nobody who 
has gone in to clean up the 910 bodies in Guyana would think that 
the Ellen Jamesians had much to offer compared to that. 
We are certainly now in a decade that is punctuated by 
extreme overreactions to things, and I think we are going to witness 
a lot more reaction and overreaction in the future. . . (Priestly 491). 
In all of his novels, Irving merely exaggerates the world as he sees it and once 
again the critics have not read closely enough to discover his hidden meaning. 
His characters' physical ailments or situations are symbolic of a greater loss. This 
is most evident in A Prayer for Owen Meany, which has been dismissed as being 
repetitive of all the things that Irving has said and done before. To accept this 
description is to lose or deny much of the meaning in Irving's fiction. The 
bizarre elements of an Irving novel do have some basis in the real world, thus 
proving the old adage that truth is stranger than fiction-even the fiction of John 
Irving. 
Religious Author 
As I have explained, A Prayer for Owen Meany took Irving into a new 
domain and earned him a new descriptive title—that of religious author. In this 
work, Irving "distinguishes the true elements of faith" (Publishers Weekly "A 
Prayer for Owen Meany" 89) from what is commonly called such. He also 
comments on the state of affairs in present-day American society. "Our land is in 
such a state that a miracle man is necessary symbol of a new kind of thinking 
among us," James Kazin said of the novel (30). John Irving's novel is 
representative of that new kind of thinking and Owen Meany is this miracle 
man, possessing such a religious fervor that "he presumes one either relates to 
God or is in a living death" (Wall 299). 
While that may be the critics' view of Owen Meany, it is not the belief of 
his creator. Irving, however, does believe that "faith is still important in today's 
world" (Mutch 13). Indeed, this faith is vital for overcoming the blows that life 
rains on us periodically. And while Owen may preach about the importance of 
God with tremendous zest, this is not the case for Irving himself or for the 
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novel, which "is not concerned with the actual experience of religious revelation 
but more on the effect it has on those who witness it," according to Sean French 
(35). Similarly, Robert Towers asserts that A Prayer for Owen Meany "conveys 
. . . a sense of religiosity, rather than religion, of the miraculous rather than the 
spiritual" (31). As Irving himself stated, in this violent and dangerous world, 
"the only people who seem. . . to feel safe are people with belief" (Sanoff 71), a 
sentiment voiced by Irving eight years before A Prayer for Owen Meany was 
published. However, nothing is always secure in Irving's works, and in this 
novel, "faith is tested by adversity" (Sheppard 80). 
When he discussed A Prayer for Owen Meany before its publication, 
Irving described it as a "religious novel" (Hansen 98), then elaborated on his 
description and called the work "a novel that asks the reader to believe in a 
miracle" (98). With regard to the miracle, Irving had this to say: 
It's a small enough miracle to be fairly universally believed, I hope; 
and it's a questionable enough "religious experience" to be exactly 
that, to a religious reader, and acceptable on other terms to my 
readers who are not believers. I'm a believer, by the way. Haven't 
always been. And there's a day every now and then when I'm 
frankly worried, or just your average doubter. Well, for the sake of 
the novel, I am bolstering up what belief I have. I'm a very 
conventionally religious person—you know, I find it easier to 
"believe" when I'm physically in a church, and I kind of lose touch 
with the feeling of how to pray when I slip away 
from the church for very long (98). 
Finally, after seven novels, Irving and his critics come to a mutually 
acceptable description of both the author's and the novel's nature. However, 
they have overlooked the startling difference between Owen and Irving's other 
characters: Owen is a believer and feels safe in the world; he is able to overcome 
his losses and doesn't always worry about what disaster might befall him next. 
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While he does suffer losses~for that will never change in the works rendered by 
Irving~he is much more able to cope than any previous characters. In the 
following pages I will show that loss, and the way that individuals react to it, is 
the principal concern of all of Irving's novels, but that only in A Prayer for Owen 
Meany does Irving present the reader with a character who is able to overcome 
his losses and persevere, unconcerned about any future losses that might come 
his way 
CHAPTER 3: THE EARLY NOVELS 
Setting Free the Bears 
John Irving's first novel, Setting Free the Bears (1968), is important 
because it "details the framework for Irving's world view, which makes it 
essential to an understanding of his art" (Miller 25). Setting Free the Bears first 
introduces the reader to Irving's portrayal of loss, its effect on his characters, and 
how they attempt to cope with their losses. 
Loss is quickly introduced and forsehadowed when Siggy and Graff stop at 
the Vienna zoo and their arrival is accompanied by an "animal thumping in its 
cage" (13). Upon investigation, they first encounter the Famous Asiatic Black 
Bear. 
The Asiatic Black Bear. . . had its cage facing away from the other 
bears because he was "enraged" when he saw them; he was a 
particularly ferocious bear. . . and iron bars enclosed him in his own 
three-sided ruin because he was capable of digging through concrete 
(13). 
As Edward C. Reilly has observed, "the Black Bear symbolizes the ultimate 
brutality of those. . . forces at the novel's core. . ." (26). The Asiatic Black Bear 
embodies those forces that cause loss; trying to separate ourselves from those 
forces will always be a futile attempt because a force "capable of digging through 
concrete"--through the protections that are usually adequate against life's other 
forces—will not be contained or avoided for long. This is exactly the case when 
the Asiatic Black Bear does leave its cage and wreaks havoc in the zoo. 
Graff's later description of the zoo's other bears—the polar bears, the brown 
bears and the Rare Spectacled Bears from the Andes—is important, for it contrasts 
their docility with the savagery of the Asiatic Black Bear. Of special interest are 
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the Rare Spectacled Bears~"the bears with the cartoon countenance" (17)— that 
are the polar opposites of the Asiatic Black Bear. "[T]he pair of Rare Spectacled 
symbolize cooperation, hope, and survival" (Reilly 26). The differences between 
these two species of bears becomes significant by novel's end. 
Another animal that figures prominently in the novel is the oryx, the 
"best-armed of all antelopes" (15) and a subject of fascination for all those who 
see him. The oryx, undoubtedly a sign of vigor and fertility, also represents those 
people who think they can avoid loss; however, they are ignorant to the ways of 
the world, something which always proves fatal in the writings of Irving, for loss 
cannot be avoided. The oryx, it should also be noted, was never a wild animal, 
having "been born in the Hietzinger Zoo" (15). A zoo is a sheltered place that 
tries to duplicate, as best it can, an animal's natural environment in all ways but 
two: the animal has no freedom and the losses that occur due to nature's 
hazards are lacking. However, as illustrated by the Asiatic Black Bear's ability to 
dig through concrete, it is impossible to completely protect anyone or anything 
from harm and loss; this is a point that Irving makes repeatedly and is re¬ 
emphasized when the oryx, the domesticated symbol of vitality and 
determination, is killed after the zoo break. In such a way is Siggy's earlier 
statement—"Nothing could damage that oryx!" (25)—disproved. Perhaps in the 
zoo's confines, the oryx might have lived its entire life safe from harm, but in 
the real world, completely unacquainted with loss and danger of any kind, it 
simply cannot survive. "[A]ll things are doomed to be damaged—which is 
something [Siggy] should have learned from history" (Miller 30). That Siggy 
believes the oryx cannot be damaged shows that he does not fully understand the 
nature of the world. 
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After they have left Vienna, Siggy first mentions his plan to free the 
animals from their captivity. This plan is forgotten~at least by Graff—when the 
two meet Gallen; Graff is happy with the situation until he burns his legs on the 
motorycle's tailpipes. As Gabriel Miller comments, "this is the first of many such 
intrusions of danger and pain during a moment of seeming serenity in Irving's 
fiction" (31). This is also the first time that Irving uses mutilation to represent 
loss, a theme that he will greatly expand upon in his later works. Graff loses not 
only some flesh and a pair of pants, but also the serenity and carefree spirit that 
he had at the journey's outset; Graff is learning about the ways of the world. 
Irving shows just how intrusive loss is; it is capable of surprising us (and 
damaging us) when we least expect it, something that his characters will 
experience repeatedly, yet never learn. 
After Siggy's beating of the milkman and resulting escape, Graff accepts a 
job to prevent his being arrested for vagrancy. Under Keff's supervision, Graff 
must "bring in the bees" (75) and their honey-laden hives. This job also provides 
insight about loss, a subject that Graff is slow in learning. The boxes the bees are 
kept in are not very sturdy and Graff is warned that if he drops one, "it'll split for 
sure" (86). Because the hives are so fragile, transporting them is a very delicate 
and time-consuming operation. As Graff describes: 
. . . Coming up out of one ditch and down into the other, the flatbed 
would tilt enough to rock the second-tier boxes on edge. I braced, 
and Keff would do this: kill the engine, turn off the headlight, let 
all the groans and snaps of his tractor part cease and be quiet. Then 
he listened for cars on the road; if he heard anything, he'd wait. 
Well, it took such a long time for the tractor and trailer to 
cross, and the road was too winding to be safely spotting headlights. 
So Keff would listen for engine sounds. 
"Is that a car, smarty?" 
"I don't hear anything, Keff." 
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"Listen," he said. "Do you want to get broadside in the road 
and have somebody drive through the hives?" 
So I'd listen. To the tractor's manifold singing its heat. 
To the talkative bees (87). 
Keff is ever-vigilant, worried about the potential hazards and losses that might 
occur if he lets up guard for one second. Like many of Irving's characters, Keff 
always has one eye peeled for any reoccurrence of loss. He is never able to come 
to terms with his losses, with his life, or with himself, because he is always 
preoccupied with trying futilely to prevent any future losses. When Graff asks 
why they are not wearing bee suits, Keff replies, "When you're protected, you're 
careless, smarty. When you're careless, you have accidents" (88). This statement 
will become darkly prophetic when Siggy arrives for Graff, for when the two 
men silently roll down the hill, they are surprised to see Keff and his tractor in 
the center of the road: 
Keff, the great listener, who of course hadn't heard the 
beginning of our engineless descent. And just what are you going 
to do, Keff, broadside and taking up all the life in the road? (95). 
Keff had followed all of the procedures for protection against an engine-powered 
descent, but the unexpected silent arrival has tragic results. After Keff rescues 
Graff, he tries to explain this: 
There was Keff, telling me what I already knew: "Oh, smarty, 
I listened. I listened! I heard your engine die, and I listened for it to 
start up, but it didn't. I didn't hear it, smarty! I said to the girl, 'Just 
you steady those boxes and we'll finally get across this road.' Oh, 
smarty, ask her! We both listened, and you weren't coming. 
Nobody was coming. How did you get here so fast that I never 
heard?" (98). 
Even with his own warning about protection making one careless, Keff falls 
victim to this mentality and learns a very valuable and costly lesson about the 
world: No matter how carefully you search for upcoming losses, and no matter 
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how prepared you think you are for them, they still have a way of arriving 
unexpectedly and with disastrous results. In this instance, the bees sting Graff so 
severely that he sinks into unconsciousness; they sting Siggy fatally. 
Perhaps the only character not surprised by the sudden appearance of Keff 
and the bees is Siggy, who, all of his idealism aside, has a rudimentary 
understanding of the ways of the world. A poem he has written in his notebook 
explains the way of the world: "Fate waits./ While you hurry/ Or while you 
wait,/ It's all the same to Fate" (43). And later, at the gasthof, Siggy sings a song 
with similar sentiments: "Disaster, disaster,/ We're having a/ Disaster./ If we try 
to/ Get away,/ Disaster/ Will run faster" (67). Gabriel Miler writes, "The 
characters in Irving's fiction who either know of the past or learn it become 
suspicious of life and are not surprised by it" (44). Siggy, trained as a historian, 
does become suspicious of life and knows that, whether hurrying or waiting, 
losses are going to occur; they are unavoidable. 
By reading Siggy's notebooks, Graff does come to some understanding of 
how the world operates and his freeing the animals from the zoo augments this 
understanding. The one scene in the notebook that most educates Graff about 
loss is the radio broadcast description of a man being run over in a tram accident. 
The driver of the tram "says the man was running very fast or was caught in a 
gale" (115), descriptive of the book's repeating phrase, "the gale of the world," 
which always symbolizes some loss. This phrase echoes the words of 
Yugoslavian freedom fighter Drazha Mihailovich: "I wanted much. . . I started 
much. . . but the gale of the world blew away me and my work" (265). "The gale 
of the world" is the first of many phrases that Irving will use to represent those 
forces that cause loss in our lives; future representations will include the Under 
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Toad of Garp and Sorrow from The Hotel New Hampshire, although "the gale of 
the world" is perhaps the most apt phrase; not unlike the Asiatic Brown Bear, a 
gale cannot effectively be contained, making it as pervasive as loss. Right before 
Siggy dies, he says a final word: a soft "Oh," which is "either a whisper or a 
complaint spoken into the rush of the wind" (95; emphasis added). This wind is 
clearly the gale of the world and it takes Siggy, despite Graff's belief that "[i]t was 
no gale of the world that got you, Sig. You made your own breeze and it blew 
you away" (265). Graff feels this way because he realizes that Siggy's insane 
obsession with freeing the zoo animals is what caused his death. Siggy's own 
breeze is self-ceated, but it is still the gale of the world; Graff does not yet realize 
that the gale will eventually "get" everyone and that any protection from it is 
temporary, at best. 
The other half of the notebook, interspersed with Siggy's autobiography, 
details his Zoo Watch in preparation for freeing the animals. Siggy's fascination 
with trying to discover exactly what O. Schrutt is doing strengthens the 
symbolism of the Asiatic Black Bear and underscores the message of the novel. 
Siggy records how he crept by the bears who 
. . . were all in a stem. The most fierce and famous Asiatic Black 
Bear squatted and roared himself upright, lunging into the bars as I 
scurried past his cage. I saw his shaggy arms groping out for me 
when I was half a zoo block away (178). 
This action of the Asiatic Black Bear is prophetic and is the reason Siggy is not 
surprised by Keff and the bee hives; he knows that the forces of loss are always 
lunging after us and that any avoidance is temporary. The Asiatic Black Bear 
will get us all in the end, as will the gale; the two are one and the same. After the 
Asiatic Black Bear is freed, Graff comments that its "roaring seemed to shove us 
out" (328); just as the old man was swept in front of the tram by the gale, Graff 
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and Gallen are swept away by the bear's roar, which makes it a foreboding 
representation of loss. 
Even O. Schrutt seems to sense that the Asiatic Black Bear is more than it 
seems; he would appear before its cage, ranting: 
"You don't fool me!" cried O. Schrutt, "crouching there like 
you're asleep and not planning an ambush!" While the Asiatic 
Black Bear threw and threw himself against his cage—roaring like 
I've never heard. . . (184). 
O. Schrutt knows that things are not always what they seem and realizes that the 
bear is trying to lull him into a sense of false security by faking sleep. In such a 
way might an unsuspecting individual get close enough to suffer the 
consequences; however, there is a reason that O. Schrutt continues his taunting, 
despite the bear's fierce roaring: 
. . . exhausted, the Asiatic Black Bear slumped against the front of its 
cage, his great forepaws dragging through the peanut shells on the 
path on the cage side of the safety rope—as far as he could reach and 
still six inches short of old O. (184). 
Just as Keff thinks that listening for the sound of engines will ensure his safety, 
O. Schrutt believes that iron bars and a safety rope will keep him from harm. 
Just as a silent motorcycle easily proves Keff wrong, Siggy knows he could easily 
disprove Schrutt's belief, as he documents in his journal: 
Just move that safety rope six inches or a foot nearer the Famous 
Asiatic Black Bear's cage. It wouldn't be that hard at all. There's a 
rope strung between those posts; they have an awkward, concrete 
base, but they're certainly not immovable. 
How would that fix you, O. Schrutt? Just change your safety 
line a foot or so—move you closer than you think you are, old O., 
and when you waggle your taunting head, we'll all watch it get 
lopped off (185). 
Siggy recognizes that Schrutt's safety depends on such a small thing and that it 
could easily be lost. This is a message in all of Irving's fiction: Our conceptions 
of safety are merely easily disrupted illusions; suddenly, before we know it, we 
realize that the safety rope is too close to the bear. 
Graff reads Siggy's notebooks while he is recuperating from his bee stings 
and is the one who edits and splices the two together. "[H]e is the first of a 
number of artist figures that Irving dramatizes who seek what, for much of the 
modern world, seems to be the only form of order and therefore significance that 
remain" (Harter and Thompson 37-38). Graff seeks to discover an order to the 
world and, in his desire, will accept even the minute power of organizing Siggy's 
notebooks. Although suffering at times from hallucinations that impair his 
judgment, Graff decides to execute Siggy's planned zoo bust, deciding to release 
only the "harmless" animals. Graff's first error is releasing the elephant that 
runs amok in the zoo, freeing some of the more dangerous animals. His second 
isjumping over the Asiatic Black Bear's safety rope to avoid being trampled by 
the elephant; as a result, he puts himself within the bear's reach. 
Graff is horrified when most of the freed animals are slaughtered, either 
by one another or by the Viennese; but, shocked by the result of his actions, he 
comes to a new understanding of the world. Alone for the first time in the 
novel, Graff notices that the "wind picked up and blew roadside dust in my face. 
I watched the motorcycle brace against the little gale and shudder on its 
kickstand" (336); the bike remains standing against the force of the wind, 
although it shudders. It is affected by the wind, as all things are, and this is the 
lesson Graff must learn if he is to survive. As he is leaving, Graff is confronted 
by a barking dog. We will see later, especially in The World According to Garp, 
in The Hotel New Hampshire, and in A Prayer for Owen Meany, Irving often to 
represent the forces that cause loss. The barking dog reminds Graff of the lesson 
he has learned by the whole experience. 
I was still watching him, and shaking on the motorcycle, 
when the shoulder-to-shoulder pair of rare Spectacled Bears 
tumbled out of the forest and huffed across the road, not more than 
twenty yards from me.... 
.... They were running steadily together; they came in my 
road ditch and up over the fence, into the sheepdog's field. He 
howled by the huddled flock, and the bears pushed on—not at an 
unreasonable speed; not even hurrying, really. They just headed for 
the woods at the far end of the field—where, more than likely, they 
would still keep running. The inexhaustible, remarkable, and very 
Rare Spectacled Bears, running back to the Andes in Ecuador. Or at 
least the Alps. . . . 
.... They just passed, though, and went on again; they ran 
shoulder to shoulder into the woods (338-339). 
Comforted by the fact that at least the Rare Spectacled Bears have escaped, it is a 
somewhat hopeful Hannes Graff who starts the motorcycle and drives away 
(although he does mention that the bears might be another illusion, a leftover 
hallucination). This Hannes Graff now has a better understanding of the world 
and its ways: 
I was steady, shifting up, when I rode into the full-force wind. But I 
didn't panic; I leaned to the curve; I held the crown of the road and 
drove faster and faster. I truly outdrove the wind. For sure—at the 
moment, at least—there was no gale hurrying me out of this world 
(340). 
As Carol C. Harter and James R. Thompson state: "[Djespite the deaths of most of 
the major characters, there is little indication that Hannes understands the 
finality of death" (32); however, Graff's inclusion of the phrase "for the moment, 
at least," shows that he is now aware that any escape from the gale is temporary. 
Graff has come to the understanding that is prevalent in Irving's first six novels: 
that the best one can expect is to live determinedly and hope for the best. 
What all the characters in Setting Free the Bears have in common is the 
belief that loss can be avoided and that the best way to avoid it is by living a life 
full of distractions. Even Siggy, who has training as a historian, believes that, if 
he can concentrate on freeing the animals from the zoo, he will not suffer any 
losses. This is clearly not the case, as Siggy undergoes numerous losses, the last 
of which is his life. While Siggy is aware of the gale of the world and knows that 
it will get everyone in the end—he is suspicious of life—he tries to avoid thinking 
about the losses that have occurred and the lessons he might have learned from 
them; this, in part, leads to his downfall. Despite all of his efforts to preoccupy 
himself with the zoo raid, Siggy is unable to overcome his losses. 
O. Schrutt also believes that he can distract himself to keep from thinking 
about his losses; he designs his diversions in the Small Mammal House to keep 
his mind off the magnificence of the Asiatic Black Bear, but they are unable to do 
so. The forces that he tries to deny are all-pervading; during his nightly watches, 
he must confront the bear whose roar can be heard throughout the zoo. 
Even Graff, with the benefit of Siggy's notebooks, is so overwhelmed by 
his grief over Siggy's death that he, too, takes on a distraction to keep his mind 
off his losses, maniacally pursuing Siggy's dream of freeing the zoo animals, 
although he believes that Siggy's plan was doomed to failure from the start. 
Ironically, Graff's concentrating on this plan makes him even more aware of 
what he has lost; he knows that he is doing this for Siggy, and he is reminded of 
his dead friend at every stage of the task. Graff will later assert: 
... I had no feelings to any of the things I saw. ... I was just 
numb to reacting to any of it, even to the ashes I tossed in the air. 
They floated down straight; there wasn't any wind. 
So the gale of the world dies down at night, I thought. And I 
thought: So what if it does? Because I had totally benumbed myself 
with either too many related or unrelated things (284). 
That he even comments on the gale of the world shows that Graff is not as 
"benumbed" as he believes himself to be; his stating that he is not aware of the 
gale's presence proves that little else is on his mind. Try as he might to immerse 
himself in other endeavors, Graff's losses will always weigh heavily on his mind 
until he can learn to overcome them. This is not an easy task in the works of 
Irving; indeed, five more novels will appear before Irving is able to explain how 
to overcome loss. Until then, the most any character can hope for is to distract 
him- or herself for a temporary relief from loss. 
The Water-Method Man 
The Water-Method Man (1972), John Irving's second novel, is concerned 
with the losses of one individual, Fred "Bogus" Trumper, whose "urinary tract is 
a narrow, winding road" (12), that results in painful urination and the 
contraction of several diseases, many of which would be flushed out of a normal 
penis by urination. He goes to see a urologist who offers Bogus three solutions to 
his problem: He can either "stop screwing" (13), have a "simple operation" (14), 
or undergo "the water method" (13). Wanting to change, but not "to change that 
much" (13), Bogus opts for the water method. 
Bogus Trumper is different from the characters in Setting Free the Bears, 
not in that he fails to overcome his losses, but in that he keeps running away 
from his past losses in an attempt to avoid any future ones. Like the characters 
of the first novel, Bogus also seeks to preoccupy himself with diversions in an 
effort to forget his losses, both past and present. And just like those of the 
characters of Setting Free the Bears, Bogus's attempts at denying his losses always 
fail because he spends his life fearfully searching for the appearance of new 
losses. 
Trumper's life has been one string of losses after another, but he does a 
better-than-average job of denying them and of trying to ignore them by 
engaging in numerous diversions; he refers to these diversions as "rituals," and 
the more demanding or complicated the ritual, the better~at least for a time: 
.... I believe in Rituals! I mean, there have always been things like 
the water method in my life; there have always been rituals. No 
particular ritual has ever lasted very long. . . but I have always 
moved from one ritual to another (17). 
Trying to put his losses behind him, Bogus moves from one ritual to another, 
always trying to deny the losses that occur to him and to others. However, "he 
finds for a while no course of action that offers more hope than any other" 
(Harter and Thompson 47). Despite his insisting that he "want[s] to change" (18), 
Bogus spends much of the novel constantly denying life's losses. He does this in 
three ways: by taking on new rituals, by trying to live in the past, and by lying to 
himself and to others. He does not accept the inevitably of loss. Shortly after 
undertaking the water method, he admits, "Despite lots of water, I sleep very 
well. It's in the daytime that I look for things to do" (30). Bogus spends all of his 
conscious hours looking for ways to keep his mind off his losses. 
Even the water he drinks shows his denial of loss; he fears losing his 
unique urinary tract and adopts the water method ritual so he can keep it; Bogus 
does not want to lose who he is. He is far from a man who wants to change, for 
denying loss by performing rituals has gotten Bogus through life so far; he sees 
no reason why he should stop. At the moment—and despite what he might say— 
Bogus's biggest problem is not his urinary tract, but that he doesn't have enough 
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diversions to keep him distracted from his losses. Bogus Trumper is a man 
haunted by his past: 
I used to be very busy. Yes, I was a graduate student, getting 
my Ph.D. in comparative literature. . . . 
I had a rare thesis topic, I confess. My thesis was going to be 
an original translation of Akthelt and Gunnel, a ballad in Old Low 
Norse; in fact, it was going to be the only translation. Old Low 
Norse is not well known (30). 
Old Low Norse is so unknown it happens that Akthelt and Gunnel is the only 
thing ever written in it. While Trumper started out translating faithfully, he 
soon discovers that "[s]ince no one knew anything about Old Low Norse, I could 
make things up" (31). This is precisely what he does for some time before 
abandoning his Ph.D. thesis altogether. The ballad is a dark piece of work, 
something that Bogus discovers when he translates stanza two hundred and 
eighty: "Gunnel loved to look at Akthelt./ His knife was so long./ But she knew 
in her heart/ The world was too strong" (32). While both Biggie and Trumper's 
thesis director laugh at that line, Bogus is unable to: "The world is too strong—I 
saw it all coming!—the author was trying to foreshadow the inevitable doom. 
Clearly Akthelt and Gunnel were headed for grief. I knew it and I didn't want to 
see it out" (32-33). 
Bogus is as observant about real life as he is about literature, approaching 
both in the same way: Whenever there is the potential for loss or trouble, Bogus 
refuses to "see it out" and flees to the next "ritual." Akthelt and Gunnel educates 
Bogus about the strength of the world and about its "inevitable doom"; however, 
like many of Irving's characters, he doesn't "want to see it out," so he tries to 
ignore his losses, seeking to distract himself with more rituals, by retreating to 
the past, or by lying when the first two methods fail. 
Bogus's marriage to Biggie and the raising of Colm are more attempts to 
escape his losses. However, instead of enabling him to ignore his losses, a family 
makes Bogus even more aware of potential losses, something evidenced by his 
checking on Colm in the night: "What I mind about children is that they're so 
vulnerable, so fragile-looking. Colm: I get up in the night to make sure your 
breathing hasn't stopped" (61). Paradoxically, trying to forget loss by pursuing 
other distractions often intensifies it, for now there is the added fear of losing the 
distraction as well. 
Bogus's job is another diversion designed to help him forget his losses: 
this fails as well when film maker Ralph Packer wants to make Bogus the subject 
of his next movie, appropriately entitled Fucking Up. This film will forever 
record the losses that Bogus Trumper has suffered and caused in his life and he 
will even lose the luxury of lying about his losses, as he often does, because the 
truth will be forever captured on celluloid. 
Not surprisingly, when discussing the idea of the film with Tulpen, Bogus 
casts aspersions on the whole project. When Tulpen asks what aspect of the 
project he fears will hurt so much, Bogus has his response prepared: '"It's got 
nothing to do with hurting,' he said. 'I've got a new life now. Why go back?"' 
(92). While this might sound like the utterance of a wise man, of a man who 
knows the folly of living in the past, it should not come from Bogus Trumper, 
who spends much of his own life "going back" in an attempt to deny the losses 
he has undergone. When he deserts Biggie and Colm, he flies to Vienna in 
search of his friend Merrill Overturf, who was in Vienna when Bogus met and 
fell in love with Biggie. When he leaves Tulpen, Bogus returns to the 
University of Iowa to finish his dissertation. He constantly seeks out his old 
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friends Couth and Ralph in an attempt to continue his charade that he hasn't 
lost anything: his wife, his son, his youth, his innocence, his job, his girlfriend. 
Yet what always strikes him is how everything has changed: when he returns to 
Vienna, he discovers that Merrill Overturf is dead; when he comes back to the 
States, he discovers that his wife and child are now living with his best friend; 
when he goes to the University of Iowa, he realizes that he doesn't fit in there 
anymore and that "Akthelt and Gunnel might not be good for him'' (350). Bogus 
discovers, to his dismay, that while he has stayed the same, the rest of the world 
has changed. 
Some losses occur because of the world's ever-changing nature, but Bogus 
Trumper refuses to see this and seems to believe that the best way to prevent loss 
is to live in a world where nothing changes; he blindly presses on, hoping to 
discover the proper routine that will take his mind off his sorrows. And while 
the lesson of life's losses is reiterated frequently throughout the novel, Bogus 
stubbornly not only refuses to learn it, but tries to keep it from Colm as well. He 
writes: 
... I desired to bring him up in some kind of simulated natural 
habitat—some kind of pasture or corral—rather than the gruesome 
real natural habitat itself, which seemed too unsafe. Bring him up 
in some sort of dome! (157). 
Trying to find some way to protect Colm from the lessons of the real world, 
Bogus finds a place that he feels is "suitable for a controlled environment: the 
Iowa City Zoo. No life and death struggles or failures there" (158). The Iowa City 
Zoo is similar to the zoo in Setting Free the Bears in that both are seen as places 
of security or safety; the hope is that the losses of the real world somehow cannot 
intrude there. 
But Irving believes loss will always occur, and Bogus comes to learn that 
even the zoo cannot provide adequate protection from the real world, something 
he discovers with "the disaster in the duck pond" (159). The duck pond "at the 
Iowa City zoo was perhaps the only place a duck could rest between Canada and 
the Gulf without being shot at" (159). It is a haven from man-made violence, 
apparently one of a few in the country. However, Bogus seems to forget that loss 
does not have to be violent in nature, and that only a few losses are man-made. 
He describes the arrival of wild ducks at the pond on that November day: 
In they came, breaking their flight patterns, splashing down in a 
great reckless dash, astonished at all the floating bread. But one duck hung 
back in the sky. His flying was ragged, his descent unsure. The others 
seemed to clear the pond for him, and he dropped down so suddenly that 
Colm grabbed my leg and clung to it as if he were afraid the duck was 
going to bomb us. It appeared that the bird's landing gear was fouled, his 
wing controls damaged, his vision blurred. He came in at too steep an 
angle, attempted to correct his position with a weak veer, lost all 
resemblance to a duck's grace and struck the pond like a stone. 
Colm flinched against me as a choral quack of condolences came 
from the ducks ashore. In the pond, the drowned duck's ass protruded, a 
spatter of feathers floating around him. Two of his former flock paddled 
out to prod him, then left him to float like a feathered bobber. His mates 
quickly turned their worried attention to the bread, anxious that at any 
moment a thrashing dog would swim out to retrieve their comrade. 
Were they shooting with silencers now? The irony of death descended on 
the Iowa City Zoo (159-160). 
Despite his best intentions, Bogus cannot keep all-pervading loss, symbolized by 
the death of the duck, from entering the zoo. He tries, without success, to keep 
this information from Colm, who asks, "Is he dead?" (160). Bogus tries to 
convince his son that the duck isn't dead and is merely feeding off the bottom of 
the pond; Colm, however, knows the truth. "He's dead," (160) he states 
emphatically. 
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Returning home to Biggie, Trumper tries to tell her about the "silly duck" 
(160) that they saw, when Colm interrupts: 
"A dead duck, Mommy," Colm said solemnly. "He crashed 
up." 
"Colm," I said, bending down to him. "You don't know he 
was dead." But he knew, all right. 
"Some ducks just die," he said, being irritably patient with 
me. "They just get old and die, is all. Animals and birds and 
people," he said. "They just get old and die." And he looked at me 
with such worldly sympathy, obviously feeling sad to be stunning 
his father with such a hard truth (160-161). 
Despite Trumper's attempts to isolate Colm from everyday loss, the son has a 
better understanding of how the world works than does the father. Later, when 
living in Maine with Biggie and Couth, Colm displays his own "zoo" to a friend. 
While Irving's works usually depict zoos as being a place of protection from life's 
losses, this is not the case for Colm's. 
There was a turtle with what looked like rocks growing all 
over its back, and a gull Colm told [his friend] not to get close to--it 
had a busted wing and liked to peck. There was a fiercely active 
little animal that looked like an elongated rat, which was a ferret, 
Colm said. There was a zinc washtub full of herring, half of which 
were dead and floating on the surface; Colm scooped these up with 
a net, as if these deaths were commonplace (310). 
Of all the characters in the novel, Colm has the greatest understanding of death 
and loss. His zoo educates its observers to the natural ways of the world; in 
Colm's zoo, loss is commonplace. This is not to say that Colm is above trying to 
escape these losses; even with its daily reminder about loss, the zoo is still a 
routine that Colm uses to escape some of his other, larger losses-the loss of his 
father, the loss of some of his innocence. Bogus learns that Colm "feeds his 
animals in the boathouse, the first thing when he gets up" (307). Colm is no 
different from the other characters who know about loss but try to pretend that it 
doesn't exist. Even the recurring lesson of the dead herring will not change 
Colm significantly, for the more Irving's characters know about loss, the more 
they try to deny its existence. 
Colm's taking his breakfast out by his "zoo" pleases Bogus greatly: "Bogus 
thought, A routine, Colm has a routine. How kids love a good routine. Did / 
ever establish a routine with Colm?" (308). Colm's "routines," however, are 
different from his father's "rituals" in that Colm tries to complete his routines, 
unlike Trumper, who goes from one ritual to another, never completing a task; 
in this way, Colm minimizes the number of losses that occur to him, unlike his 
father who suffers a new loss every time he abandons one of his rituals. 
Later, when he is living with Tulpen, Bogus watches as she takes care of 
her own little "zoo," feeding her numerous fish and turtles. When Bogus 
notices that "the tiny turquoise eel is gone" (94), Tulpen comments, "Then that's 
the second one I've lost" (94). Bogus seems puzzled by this, so Tulpen elaborates: 
'"Well, something ate him, obviously,' Tulpen said. 'So I put the second one in a 
different tank, so he wouldn't get eaten by whatever ate the first one. And, 
obviously, something ate this one'" (94). 
When Trumper cracks the glass of the aquarium, causing all the water to 
drain out. Tulpen's attempt to save the fish produces disastrous results. 
In the turtle tank, a bright blue-headed turtle ate the thin yellow 
fish immediately, but left the evil-red round one alone. 
"Shit," said Tulpen, "I never know who's going to eat 
whom" (95). 
This demonstrates Irving's belief that all attempts at protection are futile; if 
"something" doesn't get you, then "something else" will. Bogus needs to learn 
this because, in Irving's fiction, one never knows "who's going to eat whom"; 
every time he thinks he discovers the "something" that will protect him-his 
marriage, his son, his thesis, his friends—Bogus is surprised by loss in a new 
form. 
In a final attempt to get some sense of stability and protection in his life, 
Bogus has the operation to widen and straighten out his urinary tract, an action 
symbolic of his life being expanded and straightened out. Gabriel Miller asserts 
that "[h]aving overcome this physical ailment, emblematic of the troubled life 
that needs to be flushed clean, he is ready to tackle his emotional and spiritual 
problems, as well" (61). This is not at all the case, for Bogus is not ready to tackle 
anything emotional or spiritual; when Tulpen keeps mentioning that she wants 
a child, Bogus, as before, runs away from his responsibilities. He goes to Iowa 
City, finishes translating Akthelt and Gunnel, receives his Ph.D., and goes to 
Massachusetts, where he tries to ignore his problems with Tulpen and Biggie. 
Completing his thesis proves that Bogus can finish something, but in 
chosing to stay and marry Tulpen, Trumper has merely substituted one 
diversion for another, replacing his thesis with his new family. However, this 
time Trumper will not be leaving them behind; the family is the best diversion 
that Irving has to offer in his first six novels, and Bogus is ready to concentrate 
on his. For the moment, at least, Bogus Trumper is no longer fucking up. At 
long last, he "is at peace with himself and the world even if it is a cautious peace" 
(Reilly 44-45). The fact that Bogus, who is so fearful of loss, is "at peace" shows 
that he has found the correct distraction; he is taking the first steps towards 
coming to terms with his losses. 
With the Throgsgafen feast about to begin at the novel's end, we see a 
somewhat changed Bogus Trumper. "Mindful of his scars, his old harpoons and 
things, Bogus Trumper smiled cautiously at all the good flesh around him" (381). 
Bogus has survived all of his ordeals and has hopefully emerged a better man 
because of them. He has not overcome his old losses, as he is "mindful of his 
scars, his old harpoons and things"; he is still trying to escape from loss by taking 
on diversions and responsibilities, but now he is much more like Colm with his 
zoo—Bogus is no longer denying that losses occur and he is no longer living in 
the past. He is seeking to distract himself by taking on the burdens of a family, 
and in the first six novels of John Irving, this is the best an individual can do: 
that is, to live as resolutely as possible and hope that everything turns out for the 
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The 158-Pound Marriage 
John Irving's third novel, The 158-Pound Marriage (1974), is his darkest 
novel to date. While Edward C. Reilly has pointed out that "mayhem and death 
do not stalk the characters' lives, and the only violence occurs when the Winters' 
are cut badly but not fatally as the shower door shatters while they play in the 
bathtub" (50), there are many losses that occur before the novel's end; while The 
158-Pound Marriage may not have an overabundance of "mayhem and death," 
loss is quite prevalent. Throughout the novel, the reader comes to see what 
losses have befallen these four, as well as how they attempt to deal with them. 
The narrator's wife, Utchka (affectionately called "Utch"), a Viennese 
woman who "learned patience under what we might call duress" (9), suffered 
such hardships as having the Nazis murder her father and rape her mother and 
later hearing her mother being murdered by the Russians. Utch's mother hides 
her in the carved-out carcass of a cow, giving Utch explicit instructions that she 
was not to leave; Utch obeyed for "two days and two nights while the Russians 
wasted the village" (12); only when the Russians tried to move the carcass did 
she slip out. The cow was the last attempt of Utch's mother to insulate her 
daughter from the losses she was sure would follow—the raping, burning, 
murdering, and pillaging done by the Russian soldiers. While protected from 
seeing much of what occurred, Utch was not completely insulated from loss, for 
when she emerged from the cow, all she had known and loved was gone. A 
discussion between Severin and the narrator deals with the resolution shown by 
Utch as she stayed inside the cow: 
"Severin! If those Russians had not tried to move the cow, 
Utch would have stayed inside her." 
"She'd have gotten thirsty," Severin said. "Then she'd have 
climbed out." 
"She was already thirsty/' I said. "You don't know her. If 
that Russian had burned the barn down, she would have stayed." 
"She'd have smelled the barn burning and made a break for 
it." 
"She could have smelled the cow cooking," I said, "and Utch 
would have stayed until she was done" (18). 
Utch's resolution to remain in the cow showed her great desire for protection 
from life's losses; yet, even at that tender age, she becomes aware that any 
protection from loss is merely temporary. The Russian soldier who discovered 
Utch took her to Vienna, where she remained until she met and married the 
narrator of the novel. After the menage a quatre of the novel ends, it is Utch 
who suffers the most, for all of her illusions have been shattered and she, at long 
last, realizes that there is no protection from loss. 
Severin Winter was also affected by World War II. His mother, pregnant 
with Severin, fled Austria the day before the Anschluss, in which his father died. 
He learned how to wrestle and attended the University of Iowa where he was the 
Big Ten 157-pound runner-up one year. By the time the narrator meets Severin, 
the 157-pound class has been changed to 158 pounds, thus providing the title to 
the novel. Sevein has changed as well; he now teaches German and coaches 
wrestling at the same college where the narrator is a history instructor. Severin 
views everything in wrestling terms, a habit that annoys the narrator 
considerably. That Severin discusses wrestling so much (and that he loves to 
talk about being the Big Ten runner-up) shows how obsessed he is with personal 
loss; he is the same way with the wrestlers he coaches, repeatedly showing filmed 
footage of previous defeats to his wrestlers in an attempt to help them improve. 
In such a way do the characters dwell on their past losses, never overcoming 
them. 
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The narrator is a self-centered man who spends the duration of the novel 
trying to protect himself from loss, even if it means making others undergo 
losses themselves. When Severin talks about ending "the whole thing"(71), the 
narrator gets upset because he, oblivious to the fact that the relationship is 
painful for Utch and Severin, does not want to end the affair. The narrator is 
also obsessed with Severin Winter and the fact that he spends much of his time 
in the wrestling room with its "walls . . . padded in crimson matting, and . . . wall 
to wall . . . carpeted with crimson and white wrestling mats" (75). It is in the 
wrestling room with its "padded matting" that Severin feels the safest, for the 
mats act as a buffer against the real world and its accompanying losses. For 
wrestling meets, Severin would have his wrestlers walk from the wrestling 
room to the gym, the two rooms connected by a long tunnel, which Severin 
reduces to darkness. 
The wrestlers had the longest, quietest, darkest walk imaginable; 
they had a weird way of concentrating. When they came to the light 
at the end of the tunnel, Winter always paused at the door .... 
Then Winter would fling open the door, and like moles 
emerging into daylight, his wrestlers would blindly follow him into 
the new gym and startling light and yelling crowd and out into that 
shining crimson and white wrestling mat. To the spectators they 
always looked as if they had been brainwashed in a dungeon and 
sent out on some grim task in the real world. They had (76). 
The wrestling room is a place outside the "real world" and a place where the 
light isn't blinding, for, as Gabriel Miller points out: "[I]n Irving's universe the 
light of the outside is not the ideal described by Plato in The Republic, but a 
world in which there is not control, where 'danger is everywhere'" (82). The 
wrestling room is a special place, a place temporarily free from loss and danger, 
something that Severin Winter knows well. 
Nor is Severin the only one who realizes this about the wrestling room. 
Audrey Cannon knows this as well. Severin is amazed at her dancing in the 
wrestling room; this is compounded by the fact that he "knew she was crippled" 
(193). Yet: 
[w]hen Severin Winter saw Audrey Cannon dancing, he 
must have imagined that some hypnotic power had possessed her. 
It was no cripple who was dancing on the wrestling mats. But when 
the tape recording ended, he was treated to another shock: she 
collapsed into a neat bundle in the center of the mat, breathing hard 
and deep, and when she'd recovered herself enough to stand, she 
limped toward the recorder like the crippled woman she'd 
previously been (194). 
When Audrey herself sees Severin, she screams. He calms her down and begins 
talking to her; it is during this discussion with her that he discovers 
Audrey Cannon could dance on wrestling mats because they 
were soft; they gave under her sleight weight and didn't distort her 
balance the way a normal surface would. It was an illusion, of 
course (194). 
Audrey Cannon understands that the wrestling room is a temporary haven from 
loss, a place where she can dance again. Severin discovers that she was crippled 
in a lawn mowing accident that removed "the ball of the foot and the three 
biggest toes" (195). While we have already seen mutilation as being symbolic of 
loss, with Graff's burning his legs on the motorcycle's tailpipes and Trumper's 
surgically altered urinary tract, this is the first time that we see amputation being 
representative of loss in Irving's work; he will greatly expand on this theme in 
The World According to Garp and in A Prayer for Owen Meany. Audrey 
Cannon's accident cost her more than the ball of her foot and her three biggest 
toes; she lost an entire way of life, for dancing was everything to her. Not only 
can she no longer dance, but she now limps when she walks, a permanent and 
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undeniable reminder of what she has lost. Her retreating to the wrestling room 
to dance is an attempt to deny that she has lost anything. But, as are all attempts 
to deny losses in Irving's works, flights to the wrestling room are only temporary 
illusions; as soon as the music stops, Audrey Cannon begins to limp again. 
When Audrey's plight touches Severin and the two begin an affair that Edith 
eventually discovers, Edith hopes that by having an outside sexual relationship 
of her own, she will forget the pain that Severin caused her with his affair. She 
is trying to overcome the losses inflicted upon her by her husband's betrayal; 
because of the swapping, loss and dealing with it quickly become central themes 
of the novel. 
The wrestling room's physical sanctuary is not the only reason that it 
appeals to Severin; he also "claim[s] that the room was perfectly suited for 
'psychological reasons'" (75). Winter is always trying to instill a certain mind set 
in his wrestlers and in himself; he complains about the wrestlers who attend his 
program: "'I don't get the ones with the real killer instincts,' Severin 
complained. 'I get guys who think. If you think, you realize you can lose—and 
you're right'" (77). It also follows that if you think, you cannot help but dwell on 
what you have lost. 
Severin should have a good season with the addition of George James 
Bender. Winter's sparring with Bender fascinates the narrator, who cannot 
understand it: 
Severin Winter was insane. By late morning, the wrestling 
room was over 100 degrees, even though they left the door open. 
The mat was hot to the touch. "But they're liquid," Winter said. "A 
kind of liquid plastic. When it's hot they're very soft" (93). 
Nor can the narrator understand Bender's running in the hot gym. He asks 
Severin, "'In this weather. . . why doesn't that fool Bender run outdoors?"' (93). 
Not understanding the wrestling mind-set, he is invited to look inside the gym 
and observe Bender's workout: 
I forced myself to step inside that steaming, dank place. The 
air choked you. A pounding as rhythmic as a machine's crude 
function was echoing steadily around the track. George James 
Bender would be visible for a half-moon turn; then he'd disappear 
over my head. He was wearing a sweatsuit over one of those rubber 
costumes, elasticized at the neck, ankles, and wrists; the sweat had 
soaked him and made his shoes squeak like a sailor's. 
Winter tapped his dripping head. . . "You know what you've 
got to have on your mind to do that?" 
I watched Bender for a while. He ran cloddishly, but he 
looked as determined as the tide—like the ancient messenger who 
would die on arrival, but never before. "I can't imagine that you 
could have anything on your mind," I said. 
"Yes, that's exactly it," Winter said. "But try it sometime. Try 
to have pure nothing on your mind. That's what people don't 
understand. It takes considerable mental energy not to think about 
what you're doing" (94). 
This is the mind-set that Irving's characters so desperately seek: they desire not 
to have anything on their minds, since then they will not be reminded of or 
concerned about their losses. And when those characters cannot have "pure 
nothing" on their minds, they flee in the opposite direction and try instead to 
occupy them with as many distractions as they possibly can. If they cannot have 
nothing on their minds, then they will have as much as possible on them; the 
effect is the same: they earn a respite from their losses. 
Even the great George James Bender cannot always keep nothing on his 
mind. His inability to perform sexually with Edith causes him to lose his mental 
tranquillity. Aware that he failed to accomplish something, Bender dwells on 
his lost mind set and loses the national championship. Once Bender knows he 
can lose, he is not as good a wrestler. 
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The couples' weekend getaway, taken while things were still good between 
all four of them, shows just how damaging the relationship is. While the 
narrator, Utch, and Edith view the weekend as an adventure, Severin cautiously 
reminds them that the weekend is "just a holiday. It's like calling time out" 
(106). His emphasis on the word "holiday" prompts Edith to ask, "What's it a 
holiday from?" (114), to which Severin replies, "Children and reality" (114). He 
doesn't realize that the entire relationship has been a holiday from "children and 
reality." The foursome is always careful that their children don't discover what 
is occurring; they do this to such an extent that the narrator confesses, "I 
remember the children least of all, and this bothers me" (127). By throwing 
themselves so deeply into the tryst, three of the four parents (Severin is the only 
exception) greatly ignore the children. Severin, who is Irving's first attempt at a 
"feminized" male (he assumes the household duties of child care and cooking), 
is the one who devotes the most attention to the children-of both families— 
during the affair. When Severin tells about a dream he has had about the 
children, the narrator recounts: 
I heard him talk about them a hundred times, almost always 
in wrestling terms; he called them his weakness, his imbalance, his 
blind side, his loophole, the flaw in his footwork, the mistakes he 
would always repeat and repeat, his one faulty move. Yet he could 
not imagine not having children. He said they were his substitute 
for an adventurous, explorative life. With children, his life would 
always be dangerous. ... He said that people who didn't have 
children were naive about the control they had over their lives. 
They thought that they were in control, or that they could be (142). 
For the first time, Irving states what he has only alluded to until this moment: 
that devoting attention to a family makes one even more aware of all the 
dangers and losses lurking out there, be they real or imagined. The narrator 
adds, "I argued that people without children simply find other things to lose 
control over" (142). This loss of control is always going to be present, whether a 
person focuses on the family or on "other things." 
In Irving's first six novels, the best thing that one can do is to focus and 
concentrate on the family. "[C]hildren always force Irving's protagonists to 
attempt some control over their lives," Gabriel Miller states (73), and this is the 
case until A Prayer for Owen Meany, when religion is proposed as another viable 
alternative. Three of the characters in The 158-Pound Marriage ignore their 
children, concentrating on the sexual aspects and the power struggles of the 
affair; as a result, they lose control of their lives. They continue to do this—even 
after Severin and Edith end "the whole thing"—until one evening the four are 
all together at a dinner party hosted by the Winters. The two Winter girls are 
upstairs taking a bath and the adults are downstairs, still preoccupied with the 
just-ended tryst. Things are quietly uncomfortable when the shower door 
shatters upstairs. Severin and the narrator rush upstairs where they are greeted 
with a horrifying sight: 
I knew there would be blood, but I was unprepared for how 
much. The bathroom looked like the scene of a gangland slaying. 
The old door had pitched into the tub and broken over the naked 
girls, the glass exploding from the frame, sending shards and 
fragments flying everywhere; it crunched under Severin's shoes as 
he plunged his arms into the tub. The tub was pink, the water 
bloody; you could not tell who was cut where. Out the faucet the 
water still poured, the tub a churning sea of glass and bleeding 
children (231-232). 
It is only after Severin and Edith take the girls to the hospital that the narrator 
comes to realize "that my Jack and my Bart had taken baths in that hazardous 
tub; I was thinking only that it could have happened to them, and that it could 
have been much worse" (233). Caught up in the relationship, none of the four 
adults had stopped to consider the children, not even Severin who, when told 
that the door was dangerous, had simply replied, "Call a bathroom man" (231). 
Seeking to forget all losses by continuing the sexual relationships, the foursome 
nearly causes an even greater loss by destroying the greatest shelter Irving could 
think of~the family. Realizing now just how unhealthy the relationship was, 
the narrator and Utch go home, their holiday from the children finally over. 
The affair is also a holiday from reality because all four use it to try to 
pretend that they haven't lost anything. After Severin's affair with Audrey 
Cannon, Edith loses both trust in him and love for him; Severin's allowing her 
to have this affair is an attempt to "make up" for that past wrong. They are 
trying to act as if nothing has changed, as if they haven't lost anything from the 
day they first fell in love. In a similar manner, the narrator discovers that Utch 
has known about his past indiscretions and tries not to get jealous about her 
relationship with Severin, hoping that their own relationship will not lose 
anything as a result. The narrator is the most selfish character in the novel, 
seeking to avoid new losses by any means necessary, even if it means 
guaranteeing that others will lose things—love, trust, tranquillity, safety, and 
anything else that makes a good relationship work. 
Utch's discovery that she is no longer orgasmic is symbolic of all she has 
lost as a result of the relationship: her compassion for the children; Severin, 
with whom Utch has fallen in love; the ability to trust her husband; and her self- 
respect. In an attempt to rebuild their lives, Utch persuades the narrator to 
accompany her to the wrestling room where they make love and Utch becomes 
orgasmic again. Utch and the narrator's making love seems to stabilize their 
relationship until the narrator discovers Severin's car parked outside the gym. 
Thinking that he has caught Severin in the midst of yet another affair, the 
narrator forces Utch to go to the gym where they discover that the Winters have 
also used the wrestling room to reconcile their relationship after Edith's 
attempted seduction of George James Bender. 
This event, which reminds the couple how much they have lost, is what 
causes Utch to flee to Austria, taking their two children with her. She leaves a 
note written in German for the narrator, guaranteeing he will take it to Severin 
for translation. In it, she tells the narrator that she needs some time alone and 
that she will let him know when she wants to see him again. Severin tells the 
narrator that Utch “just needs to get her pride back. I know, because I have to get 
my pride back, too" (245). In Austria, Utch hopes to recover her lost pride, 
visiting the last place she was happy without the narrator. Like Bogus, Utch flees 
to her past in an attempt to act as though she has lost nothing. 
Mourning the loss of his family, the narrator takes to wearing Utch's slip 
and to draping the boys' shirts over the back of the kitchen chairs. The narrator 
has still not come to terms with his loss and is pretending, as best he can, that 
nothing has happened. He allows his substitute “family" to replace his actual 
one, denying his loss as much as he can. 
We see Irving's treatment of loss develop in these three early novels: in 
Seting Free the Bears, the characters try to overcome their losses by taking on 
diversions; in The Water-Method Mart, we see a character abandon the pursuit 
of outside distractions for the safety of the family, similar to the lesson learned in 
The 158-Pound Marriage. It is in his fourth and most successful novel—The 
World According to Garp—that Irving deals with this theme most skillfully, 
weaving together all the aspects of his first three novels. In The World 
According to Garp, Irving seems to have decided exactly what it is he wants to say 
about loss and he handles it with more grace and ease that he had previously 
(and, many would argue, since). Thought to be his greatest work, The World 
According to Garp offers new insights and takes Irving's theme of loss to new 
heights~and depths. 
CHAPTER 4: SUMMING UP AND MOVING ON 
The World According to Garp 
The World According to Garp was an immediate best-seller, making John 
Irving a household name in 1978; in it, Irving gathered all the loose threads of 
his preceding three novels and tied them together in a brilliant and inventive 
way. It was also in The World According to Garp that Irving made his most 
direct statements about loss and about the individual's attempt to deal with it. 
Readers of the first three Irving novels will recognize many familiar 
settings, activities, and situations, one of which is loss. There is, perhaps, more 
loss in Garp than in any other work of Irving's. And yet, how the individual 
attempts to cope with loss hasn't changed: they try to keep occupied to keep their 
minds off losses that have occurred or might occur. In The World Acording to 
Garp, as in The Water-Method Man and The 158-Pound Marriage, Irving argues 
that occupying oneself with the family is the best way to come to terms with 
one's loss, although he does demonstrate that even the family is not a guarantee 
against loss. 
As Garp grows up, Jenny Fields is constantly looking out for him, running 
his life as efficiently as she can to minimize the dangers—or losses—that he might 
face. She takes a job at the Steering School to insure that Garp will receive a 
quality education; she even chooses a sport for him to compete in: wrestling. 
Jenny Fields is well acquainted with loss through her nursing job. Wary of any 
future dangers of losses, Jenny always has one eye peeled "for purse-snatchers 
and snatch-snatchers" (8). In Jenny Fields's opinion, these are the two greatest 
forces, although by the time of her death, she will come to recognize loss in 
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many other forms. It is in the intensive care ward of Boston Mercy Hospital that 
Jenny sees many suffering patients, one of whom is Garp's father, Technical 
Sergeant Garp~a ball turret gunner who suffered brain damage after being hit by 
flack; he will die shortly after Jenny becomes pregnant, and Garp will lose his 
father before he ever had a chance to know him. 
After Garp is born, Jenny takes a job at the Steering School, primarily 
because it will guarantee that Garp receives a free "quality" education from the 
school and attends all of Steering's classes so her son will know which courses to 
avoid. Jenny does all she can to make Garp's life a happy and simple one; this is 
almost in direct opposition to what she knows about the world from her nursing 
background. Although she knows how dangerous the world can be, Jenny is 
trying to protect her only child from as many losses as she can. Nevertheless, 
when Garp is five, he experiences the incident that will forever change him and 
make him cautious of life and what it holds in store: his encounter with 
Bonkers, pet to the Percy children. Jenny does not like the Percys, in part, because 
Jenny thought that neither Midge nor Stewie had the brains to 
worry about their children as much as they should; they also had so 
many children. Maybe when you have a lot of children, Jenny 
pondered, you aren't as anxious about each of them? (57). 
The rich Percys are, in Jenny's mind, "casual" (57). They do not seem to realize 
that 
. . . upper class children were not magically protected from danger 
just because they were somehow born safer, with hardier 
metabolisms and charmed genes. Around the Steering School, 
however, there were many who seemed to believe this (58). 
The Percys are rare characters in the works of Irving because they seem to feel 
that their societal status is protection enough against life's dangers and losses; 
they do not concern themselves with loss, nor do they even consider it. This is 
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not because of any religious certainties~as will be the case for Owen Meany-but 
because they are foolish enough to believe that the social elite are somehow 
immune to loss. As the Percy family will discover by the novel's end, no one is 
immune to loss. 
It is ironic that it is contact with a family that does not worry about life and 
its problems that is responsible for Garp learning about the nature of the world 
and makes him becomes cautious about loss. One day Garp is playing with the 
Percy children: 
. . . Jenny watched them run. With them, she was sorry to note, was 
the Percy family dog—to Jenny's mind a mindless oaf of an animal 
who for years would defy the town leash law the ways the Percys 
would flaunt their casualness. The dog, a giant Newfoundland, had 
grown from a puppy who spilled garbage cans, and a witless thief of 
baseballs, to being mean (59). 
Bonkers is Irving first use of a dog to represent life's loss-causing forces; he will 
include and expand on this device in The Hotel New Hampshire and in A Prayer 
for Owen Meany. Even as a puppy, Bonkers was a force of loss, stealing baseballs 
from children. Now he has gotten mean, signifying the greater intensity of the 
loss. 
[Garp] would have agreed with his mother that the Percys' 
dog, Bonkers, the Newfoundland retriever, was dangerous. A 
Newfoundland is a breed of oily-coated dog resembling an all-black 
Saint Bernard with webbed feet; they are generally slothful and 
friendly. But on the Percys' lawn, Bonkers broke up a touch football 
game by hurling his one hundred and seventy pounds on five-year- 
old Garp's back and biting off the child's left earlobe—and part of the 
rest of Garp's ear as well. Bonkers would probably have taken all 
the ear, but he was a dog notably lacking concentration (60). 
In The World According to Garp, Irving uses amputation to represent loss much 
more effectively than he did in The 158-Pound Marriage with Audrey Cannon 
and her butchered foot. Garp's loss of his left ear is his first significant encounter 
with loss, and it is violent. After his run-in with the Newfoundland, Garp "just 
knew to watch out for Bonkers" (63). As will be demonstrated in the rest of the 
novel, Garp now spends all of his time looking out for more than Bonkers-he 
becomes obsessed with the surveillance of loss in all of its guises. 
Understandably outraged by what has happened, Jenny tells the Percys to 
bring Bonkers to the infirmary where she will give him "a shot to make him 
dead. .. . Then he won't bite people anymore" (63). While it is commendable 
that she wants to protect her son, Jenny should know from her nursing 
experiences that killing Bonkers will not make Garp safe. There will always be 
unknown horrors out in the world to guarantee that Garp will keep losing 
things. In a similar manner, she should know that her other recommendation- 
"[A]t least tie him up, forever" (63)-would not be effective, either; as 
demonstrated by the Asiatic Black Bear of Irving's first novel, one cannot restrain 
these forces "forever." Eventually they will escape to inflict more suffering and 
loss on the world. Jenny's love for her family is enough to make her act as 
though she can make the world a "safe" place for her son; Garp himself will act 
in a similar manner for his children, despite his early knowledge of loss. 
As Garp grows up, 
. . . the black beast Bonkers grew very old, and slower—but not 
toothless, Jenny noticed. And always Garp watched out for him, 
even after Bonkers stopped running with the crowd; when he 
lurked, hulking by the Percys' white pillars-as matted and tangled 
and nasty as a thorn bush in the dark—Garp would still keep his eye 
on him (66). 
As long as they remain at Steering, Jenny and Garp are ever-vigilant for Bonkers, 
wary of any new losses that the dog might bestow on Garp, and try to keep their 
minds off loss by taking on numerous diversions and distractions. Jenny works 
determinedly at the infirmary while Garp busies himself with his classes and 
sports. 
Garp is ill when he is to sign up for a winter sport, so Jenny decides to do it 
for him. She goes to the Seabrook Gymnasium and Fieldhouse, where she 
receives another lesson about loss when she glances at the trophy case 
commemorating Miles Seabrook, "the superb athlete and World War I flying 
ace" (74), for whom the gymnasium is named. The case filled with Seabrook's 
medals, ribbons, trophies, and sports memorabilia, as well as with photographs 
of Seabrook in his many different poses. 
Jenny resented the implications lying honored in that dusty 
case. The warrior-athlete, merely undergoing another change of 
uniform. Each time the body was offered only a pretense of 
protection: as a Steering School nurse, Jenny had seen fifteen years 
of football and hockey injuries, in spite of helmets, masks, straps, 
buckles, hinges, and pads (75-76). 
Even though she knows that all of her attempts to guard Garp and to protect him 
from loss offer "only a pretense of protection," Jenny still tries to insulate Garp 
from loss and its effects, and this desire helps her to determine what sport Garp 
will participate in. Walking through the gymnasium, Jenny encounters a 
bleeding wrestler who leaves the door to the wrestling room open. Intrigued, 
Jenny steps into the wrestling room, where prcatice is in progress. "Immediately, 
she felt off-balance. Underfoot was a soft fleshy feel, and the wall sank under her 
touch when she leaned against it" (77-78). After practice, she remains in the 
wrestling room for some time and asks herself, "Despite the apparent violence of 
this sport. . . why do I feel so safe here?" (85). As in The 158-Pound Marriage, the 
wrestling room of The World According to Garp is supposedly a place of extreme 
safety, a place where the padded walls provide a guaranteed protection. Jenny 
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wants this safety for Garp and it is apparently something that he wants as well; 
the wrestling room is a source of "intense comfort" (87) for Garp: "He loved the 
singleness of the combat and the frightening confines of that circle inscribed on 
the mat; the terrific conditioning; the mental constancy of keeping his weight 
down" (87). The rigorous determination called for by the sport becomes a way for 
Garp to avoid thinking about his life and its losses. Jenny Fields is nurse and "a 
nurse is a natural at establishing a routine, and Garp believed in his mother" 
(72). Ever his mother's son, Garp soon adopts a routine of his own: the vigorous 
sport of wrestling and the narrow focus demanded by it is a way for Garp to keep 
his mind off the Bonkerses of the world. 
However, unlike the wrestling room in The 158-Pound Marriage, the one 
in Garp is not a safe place for the duration of the novel; Garp is assassinated in 
the Steering wrestling room. After the birth of their daughter, Garp would take 
her to the wrestling room on Sunday afternoons. 
. . . [T]here, he claimed, she would learn to walk and run and fall 
without hurting herself, although Helen claimed that the mat 
would give the child the misconception that the world underfoot 
felt like a barely firm sponge. 
"But that is what the world does feel like," Garp said (526). 
Towards the end of the novel, Garp uses the wrestling room for two reasons: it 
still provides protection for his daughter in case she loses her balance, but it also 
lets her know that the world is "like a barely firm sponge" and that she will 
never be sure of solid footing. The wrestling room will teach Jenny Garp that 
she will always be losing things; all safety is temporary. 
Garp's wanting to lose his virginity to Cushie proves memorable and 
significant, for, in the words of Harter and Thompson, "the seeds of discontent, 
the forces of inevitability, are often and irrevocably planted and put into motion 
in. . . seemingly innocuous events and relationships" (76). What happens next 
ensures that Garp will never be liked or even tolerated by the Percys; it is one of 
the events that eventually brings about his death. Cushie and Garp are leaving 
for the infirmary and its "sixty empty beds" (112) when Bonkers once again 
confronts Garp. Years older, Bonkers is now "thinner, but he easily weighed one 
hundred and forty pounds" (112). When Garp tries to move away from the dog, 
Bonkers follows, causing Garp to notice "how slowly Bonkers reacted" (112). 
Although a slow mover, Bonkers is still a threat; loss never goes away. What 
follows is a scene of mayhem and comedy that only John Irving could have 
constructed: 
"Just ignore him," Cushie suggested, just as Bonkers lunged. 
The dog was slow enough so that Garp could spin behind 
him; he pulled the dog's forepaws from under him and dropped his 
own weight, from his chest, on the dog's back. Bonkers buckled 
forward, he slid into the ground nose first—his hind legs still 
clawing. Garp now controlled the crumpled forepaws but the great 
dog's head was held down only by the weight of Garp's chest. A 
terrifying snarling developed as Garp drove his chin into the dog's 
dense neck. In the scuffle, an ear appeared—in Garp's mouth—and 
Garp bit it. He bit as hard as he could, and Bonkers howled. He bit 
Bonker's ear in memory of his own missing flesh, he bit him for the 
four years he'd spent at Steering—and for his mother's eighteen 
years (113). 
Garp's wrestling ability enables him to hurt the dog—an ability that developed as 
Garp strove to keep his mind off of his losses by taking on a distraction. The 
diversions that we undertake do allow us to reduce our losses, Irving seems to 
show us here, but not by a considerable amount—only by the ear "or a part of 
one" from a 140-pound dog. These diversions do not make us forget our losses; 
at best, they are minor preoccupations that, when over, make us even more 
aware of what we have lost. 
After the publication of Jenny's A Sexual Suspect and Duncan's birth, Garp 
stays home, writing and taking care of Duncan, while Helen teaches. Helen soon 
comes to a realization about Garp: ''[A]s long as Garp's novel progressed, no 
routine, no matter how mindless, could upset him. In fact, the more mindless, 
the better" (187). Garp appreciates anything that distracts him from worrying 
about his losses: wrestling, writing, raising a child, cooking. He effectively 
achieves the worriless state attained by George James Bender in The 158-Pound 
Marriage, but only temporarily. 
He still keeps in touch with Jenny, who spends less time with Garp now 
that he's a husband and a father; she has taken on many distractions herself, 
surrounding herself with women who admire and adore her. Along with their 
adoration of Jenny Fields, these women all suffer from numerous afflictions, 
which Jenny—always a nurse-tries to heal or lessen; she attempts to help all of 
these women come to terms with their own losses. 
It is during a visit with Jenny that Garp becomes aware of the Ellen James 
Society, and the amputation of the Ellen Jamesians' tongues infuriates him. 
These people have not lost anything but have voluntarily given something up. 
The actions of the Ellen Jamesians do not help anyone deal with loss; they 
merely make Ellen James's loss even greater. As long there are Ellen Jamesians, 
Ellen will never have a chance to come to terms with her loss. As Edward C. 
Reilly mentions, the actions of the Ellen Jamesians, far from being a powerful 
statement against rape, merely serve to "extend the rape's initial chaos" (69); it 
extends Ellen's loss, as well, something that Garp immediately understands. 
Garp begins his long-running war with the Ellen Jamesianshere; he will 
eventually become the Society's greatest enemy. 
Garp, unlike the Ellen Jamesians, does not want to give anything up and 
he lives in constant fear that what he has will either be lost or taken from him. 
As Gabriel Miller notices, “Garp is a man surrounded by chaos and violence, 
which frustrate his search for some pattern of meaning" (91); Garp wants to 
understand the pattern of the world's meaning so he will know how to avoid 
loss. Despite all his attempts, Garp will be unsuccessful at fending off loss, 
although he accomplishes much in his valiant but vain attempt. Soon after he 
publishes his first novel, which earns him critical acclaim, although no 
popularity, Garp decides that he wants another child; however, 
... it was actually more than merely wanting a second child that 
prompted Garp to reproduce again. He knew that he was an 
overwatchful, worrisome father and he felt he might relieve 
Duncan of some of the pressure of fatherly fears if there was 
another child to absorb some of Garp's excess anxiety (196). 
Garp has learned that a child can be a diversion from loss, but he seems to ignore 
that the sanctuary provided by a child can end rather abruptly and when it does, 
one's losses—both experienced and imagined—weigh more heavily on the 
individual than they did before. Instead of absorbing Garp's anxiety, a second 
child will only serve to increase it and will only increase Garp's desire to protect 
his family from harm. As Miller states, “Duncan will later tell his father that his 
protectiveness has had its negative effects, and, in the end, it proves unavailing 
even so" (116). Protection against loss will never avail in Irving's fiction. 
After Walt is born, Garp's anxiety increases over what the boys might have 
to face. He also undergoes some personal losses himself. He and Helen become 
involved in a spouse-swapping relationship similar to the one described in 
Marriage; when it ends, he writes his second novel, which happens to be about 
spouse-swapping. It is at this point in his life that Garp begins to lose his 
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creativity; gone are imaginative plots and characters of "The Pension 
Grillparzer" and his first novel. Garp is no longer inventing, but re-telling. 
It is around this time that Garp meets Jenny's newest friend, "a six-foot- 
four transsexual named Roberta Muldoon" (227). Roberta and Garp quickly 
become friends, although she is what Garp calls a "target figure" (228); her sexual 
reassignment has won her many new enemies. This opens Garp's eyes to even 
newer potential losses, particularly when he re-assesses his mother, who has her 
own share of professed adversaries. Now aware of even more losses, Garp's 
anxiety increases to the point where Duncan finds it unbearable and even Helen 
thinks he is going too far; he suffers from "an urgent need to protect the few 
people he loved from what he imagined 'everyone else' was like" (243). He 
worries if Duncan comes home late; he worries if Duncan spends the night with 
a friend. Unable to write, Garp speculates on becoming a marriage counselor, 
something that forces a comment from Helen. "'Every time you can't write, you 
do something stupid,' Helen said. 'Though I'll confess that this is a better idea for 
a diversion than your last diversion'" (253). Helen recognizes that Garp, who has 
lost his ability to write, must preoccupy himself with some diversion, and since 
his last diversion was the seduction of a baby-sitter, it is no wonder that this one 
meets with greater approval. However, it is not the nature of Garp's 
"diversions" that is important, but the fact that Garp uses them to take his mind 
off the fact that he cannot write; they compound his sense of loss. 
Garp even has an idea of how he might relieve his loss, even though it is 
a bit far-fetched: 
If Garp could have been granted one vast and naive wish, it 
would have been that he could make the world safe. For children 
and for grownups. The world struck Garp as unnecessarily perilous 
for both (279). 
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In the imagined safe world of Garp, there would be no violence; there would be 
no sadness; there would be no loss. Knowing that the actualization of a safe 
world is out of his reach, Garp focuses instead on trying to protect both himself 
and those he loves from the "unnecessary perils" of the world. 
Ironically, Garp's entering his driveway at night contradicts this wish: 
Coming home, after dark, he would cut the engine and the lights 
and coast up the black driveway; he would gather enough 
momentum from leaving the downhill road to roll over the lip at 
the top of the driveway and down into the dark garage (314). 
Garp is getting overconfident, secure in the knowledge that he always knows 
what is in his driveway. Because he is doing this in familiar territory, Garp feels 
protected; in a similar manner in Setting Free the Bears, Keff felt protected when 
he couldn't hear any engine noises in the road. But Garp's driveway trick and 
the high-speed collision with Michael Milton's car causes severe damage to every 
member of the Garp family: Duncan loses his right eye and breaks three fingers; 
Helen breaks her right collarbone and two teeth, as well as receiving two stitches 
in her tongue; Garp breaks his jaw and mangles his tongue, requiring twelve 
stitches; Walt dies in the accident. Michael Milton loses three-quarters of his 
penis. It is here that Irving increases his use of mutilation and amputation as 
symbols of greater loss. 
After the accident, the Garps move in with Jenny Fields where, after a 
time, they reconcile with one another and begin to heal. They have suffered so 
much loss that there seems to be only one way that they will be able to cope with 
it: 
"I want another child," said Helen. 
"Okay," Garp said. 
"As soon as possible," Helen said. 
"Right away," said Garp. "Of course." 
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"If it's a girl," Helen said, "we'll name her Jenny, because of 
your mother." 
"Good," said Garp. 
"I don't know, if it's a boy," said Helen. 
"Not Walt," Garp said. 
"Okay," Helen said. 
"Not ever another Walt," said Garp 
Garp and Helen have lost their son, who was to have been, among other things, 
a distraction from loss. The sorrow they feel is so encompassing that all they can 
do is try to put their loss behind them. Of course, they never will; even on his 
deathbed, Garp still misses Walt. If the Garps have another child, it does not 
matter if it is a boy or a girl; in their minds the baby's name will always be "Not 
Walt." A new child will only serve as a daily reminder of what they have lost. 
Harter and Thompson assert that Garp is able, in part, to "reconcile 
himself to life in 'the real and terrible world'" (80) and that Helen "is also able to 
reconcile herself to the past and make an affirmative commitment" (80). Reilly 
agrees with this assertion and writes that even though Garp and Helen "lose 
Walt, their love deepens and transcends the tragedy" (68). Neither of these 
statements is accurate; there is no reconciliation to the past or to the world for 
Helen and Garp. They do not transcend or overcome their losses, nor do they 
change the way they deal with loss: they still try not to dwell on what they have 
lost and they still seek new distractions to keep their minds off what they have 
lost. 
Just before the birth of Jenny Garp, Garp publishes The World According 
to Bensenhaver , which will make him nearly as famous as his mother; it is also 
a best-seller, which is what Garp had wanted. Knowing that he will never be able 
to make the world safe, Garp has a new dream, although it, too, is unattainable: 
He now wants to "buy a sort of isolation from the real and terrible world. He 
imagine[s] a kind of fort where he and Duncan and Helen (and a new baby) could 
live unmolested. . (442). Garp is still seeking to isolate himself from loss, this 
time hoping to buy security, another measure doomed to failure. 
After being warned about how his book and its reception will affect both 
the public and himself, Garp and his family fly to Vienna. It is in Vienna that he 
finally begins to talk about Walt and the accident—Garp has changed slightly and 
is now willing to talk about the loss that he has suffered, which shows that he is 
trying to come to terms with his loss. While talking about Walt, Duncan relates 
the story of Walt's fear of the Under Toad. The image of the Under Toad 
remains with the Garps for the rest of their lives; "Between Helen and Garp, the 
Under Toad became their code phrase for anxiety" (475). The Under Toad has 
replaced Bonkers as the symbol of the world's loss-causing forces. 
The Garps are still in Vienna when Jenny Fields is assassinated, and they 
fly back to America where Garp mourns the death of his mother: "[h]e felt love 
for his mother, of course; and now an aching loss" (483). The Under Toad also 
takes Jenny Fields, again leaving behind only an "aching loss"; however, it still 
has business with the Garp family. 
Garp is full of loss; people lose everything. However, as in the previous 
three novels, the individuals who lead determined lives have an easier time 
with life than those who do not. None of the characters are able to overcome 
their losses, but then none of the characters is religious. Diversions and rituals 
abound, with the family still being the best preoccupation that Irving has to offer; 
however, the lesson of Walt's death shows how fragile that security is. Irving, 
though, is an immeasurably talented artist; his ways of dealing with loss change 
subtly until, eleven years and three novels later, he will come up with a 
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character who is able to overcome loss. While Irving has not yet stated that loss 
can be overcome, he will keep dealing with this theme, giving it a fairy tale 
treatment in his next novel, The Hotel New Hampshire 
The Hotel New Hampshire 
John Irving's The Hotel New Hampshire, published in 1981, continues 
many of the themes that are present in Irving's earlier works, including loss. 
However, it handles these themes somewhat-differently, for The Hotel New 
Hampshire is told in a detached fairy tale manner. The focus of this novel is 
much narrower than that of The World Acording to Garp, as Irving's fifth novel 
details just one family and is presented in the first person, which prevents its 
scope from widening as much as Garp's. 
The Hotel New Hampshire is the story of the Berry family, who because of 
a dream of the father's, devote their lives to the running of and to living in 
hotels; the name of all three hotels is, of course, The Hotel New Hampshire. No 
matter which Hotel New Hampshire the Berrys stay in, they are obsessed with 
loss and trying to overcome it. In this novel, more than in any other, Irving 
shows that conerating on the family is the best way of attempting to do this. The 
family goes through the entire tale constantly losing things and trying to cope 
with or to ignore their losses by frantically throwing themselves into many 
different diversions or rituals. This is true of both the parents and, later, of the 
Berry children themselves. 
When Win decides that he would like to return to the Arbuthnot-by-the- 
Sea—where he met and fell in love with his wife—to show it to his children, he is, 
like Bogus Trumper and Utch, escaping to the past. Win Berry has lost, by the 
acquisition of a family, the carefree life he once led on the road with Earl, the 
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bear that he received at the hotel as well; he insists that the bear accompany them 
on the trip, an action that impresses the lessons of loss on the Berry children. 
When the family arrives, they discover that the Arbuthnot has been 
closed for many years; the children are not at all impressed with the crumbling 
remains of their parents' past lives. As John relates the incident: "It was cold; it 
was foggy; the place scared us. We'd been told that we were going to a resort 
hotel, and if this is what a hotel was, we knew we wouldn't like it" (43). The 
children's impressions sour even more when Earl is shot. Upon hearing the 
gunshots, Father runs for the dock, crying the bear's old name, "State o' Maine!" 
(45); that he uses this name shows just how deeply he has submerged himself in 
a fantasy world; for all intents, he is trapped in his past. 
It is shortly after Earl's death that Father begins to talk about running a 
hotel of his own. Mother is reluctant about the whole idea; "[Wjho'd want to 
come here?" (57) she asks. The reaction of the children is even more negative, as 
John describes: "A 'hotel,' Franny and I knew. . . was what did away with old 
Earl. A hotel was a vast ruined place, smelling of fish, guarded by a gun" (57). 
Immediately the Berrys split on their ideas of what a "hotel" is: Father sees it as a 
distraction designed to help him recapture his lost days of youth and 
wonderment; the rest of the family sees a hotel being a place where great losses 
occur, not as something designed to protect one from loss. The hotel is Father's 
distraction, helping him to ignore loss; to the rest of the family, however, the 
hotel is a lesson in the world and its loss-instilling ways. There is no denying 
Father, however, and he purchases a former seminary, which will become his 
new hotel. 
"The sacrifices that must be made by all members of the Berry family to 
create the first Hotel New Hampshire," write Carol Harter and James Thompson, 
"combine an amusing set of physical accommodations. . . and a series of 
emotionally wrenching adjustments. . ." (108). These "emotionally wrenching 
adjustments" force the family to lose much of what "normal" families have- 
stability, communication, realistic views of the world, and the like; eventually, 
the family moves in. 
Father is the only one who enjoys life at the Hotel New Hampshire, 
although the family quickly settles into some semblance of a lifestyle. The Berry 
family is joined by their dog, Sorrow, a great Labrador "who would one day be 
put to sleep for his terrible farting" (4). Sorrow, throughout the course of the 
novel, becomes an allegorical figure, representing that emotion felt by the 
characters after they have undergone great losses. Sorrow is put to sleep because 
of his terrible flatulence, a decision of Father's that upsets the whole family: "'I 
know he smells bad/ Frank said, 'but that's not exactly a fatal disease'" (103). 
Father's response is curt and to the point: "In a hotel it is. . ." (103). The rules in 
the hotel are different from the rules of the real world; the rest of their family 
must mourn the loss of their beloved pet because he does not belong in Father's 
conception of a proper hotel. Father tries to banish Sorrow from the hotel, a 
futile and worthless gesture, for, in the works of Irving, Sorrow is always present; 
indeed, he will return to the Hotel New Hampshire. Gabriel Miller argues that 
"[tjhis first hotel. . . serves as a haven for the children, a secure place where they 
are able to take root, develop, and establish the personality traits that will 
distinguish them later" (145). This is clearly not the case; all the Hotels New 
Hampshire serve as reminders to the Berrys that loss is everywhere and is 
inevitable. 
Miller bases her assertion on Iowa Bob's comment about the screwed- 
down desks: "At the Hotel New Hampshire. . . when the shit hits the fan, 
nobody gets blown away!" (131). While Miller seems to think that this is a good 
thing, she forgets one important fact: when the shit hits the fan and you're 
screwed down, you aren’t safe; you get covered in shit. The only person for 
whom the hotel is a “haven" or a “secure place" is Father. For those in the Hotel 
New Hampshire, loss is a common occurrence; firmly rooted in place, the 
inhabitants of the hotel are powerless to avoid defeat and loss. This is an 
unavoidable lesson that the children do not want to learn, but the Hotel New 
Hampshire is already exerting its influence on the Berrys. 
Indeed, when the hotel becomes suitable for guests, quite a few losses 
occur, not all of them to the Berry family. When the Berrys wait for power to be 
turned on to the hotel, Howard Tuck, Dairy's patrolman, happens to park nearby. 
In what is an incredible coincidence, he starts the patrol car just as the hotel 
receives power. 
When Howard Tuck cranked the ignition of the squad car, 
the hotel lit up as if he'd done it. When the patrol car's headlights 
blinked on, every light in the hotel came to life, and Howard Tuck 
seemed to lurch the car forward and stall--as if the sight of the bright 
hotel had dazed him and his foot had slipped off the gas or off the 
clutch. Actually, the sight of the Hotel New Hampshire blazing 
with light the instant he started his car had been too much for old 
Howard Tuck. . . . 
. . . And the old patrolman, Howard Tuck, felt his foot slip off 
the clutch at the moment his heart stopped and he departed a world 
where hotels could spring to life so easily (98-99). 
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The Hotel New Hampshire causes Howard Tuck to lose his life at the same 
second its own life begins. John likens the lighting of the Hotel New Hampshire 
to a bomb's explosion, a foreshadowing of the bomb the terrorists will try to 
detonate in Vienna. This silent, brilliant explosion sets into motion a chain of 
events that will result in one of the greatest losses the Berry family will ever face, 
the outcome of which will affect the Berrys for the rest of their lives. 
John and Franny run to town to try to get an ambulance for Tuck, and are 
captured by four of the Dairy School's football players, three of whom rape her' 
foremost of these is Chipper Dove, the school's quarterback. Franny's loss is 
unimaginable. Later in the story, Father will talk to some of the women at the 
rape crisis center (although he never knows they have been raped—Father merely 
thinks that they are guests at the third Hotel New Hampshire) and tells them 
that they are ''like someone who has been maimed" and that they arrive "in 
parts, in broken pieces" (441). Maiming figures prominently in the works of 
Irving and is often symbolic of an ever larger loss. In addition to what she has 
lost—what has actually been taken from her—Franny is dealt another loss when 
she is told about Sorow's death, and spends much time mourning the death of 
her pet. 
John asks Franny if he can get her anything. "'Just go out and get me 
yesterday and most of today,' she said. 'I want them back'" (119). Like many of 
Irving's characters (and just like Father), Franny longs for her lost past. If it were 
possible to escape to a time before a tragic loss, most of Irving's characters would 
take advantage of the opportunity. Franny denies the reality of her situation. 
She will never get over her rape, nor will she ever directly mention it—she 
always insists that she was "beaten up" on Halloween night; because she refuses 
to accept what has happened, Franny never comes to terms with her rape or 
even with her rapists and she never overcomes her tremendous loss. While this 
is nothing new for one of Irving's characters, it is saddening to the reader to 
watch such a likable character never become whole; she is disfigured mentally 
just as Garp was physically. 
The rape does not affect just Franny; John loves his sister deeply—too 
deeply—and begins to life weights under the tutelage of Iowa Bob. Iowa Bob, 
though he is John's grandfather, works out constantly, lifting weights and doing 
numerous push-ups and sit-ups. The family knows the motivation behind Iowa 
Bob's workouts: "[hje's trying to stay in shape forever" (9). What he is also doing 
is denying that he's getting older; Iowa Bob exercises to protect himself from loss, 
including the loss of his youth. This is similar to John's desire to start lifting 
weights. "What happened to Franny," he writes, "had somehow inspired me to 
make myself stronger" (124). Franny believes that he is exercising to protect her 
from any future rapes, a belief that John disagrees with. "... Franny took the 
purpose of my workouts too literally. I wanted strength, stamina, and speed—or I 
desired their illusions. I never wanted to feel, again, the helplessness of another 
Halloween" (128; emphasis added). John wants to be in control, or at least wants 
himself to believe that he is in control; he wants to be able to protect himself and 
others from losses. As Edward C. Reilly notes, "weight lifting becomes the major 
sports metaphor in Hotel and prepares John physically and mentally for 
contending with life's tragedies" (88). This is also what prepares John for 
contending with the losses that accompany life's tragedies, yet he is aware that 
the most he can hope to achieve is the illusion that he will be able to prevent 
losses; this is a vital message in Irving's works. 
It is also from Iowa Bob that John learns the secret to temporarily 
diminish the effects of loss: "As Coach Bob said, you've got to get obsessed and 
stay obsessed" (128). But what the coach does not say is that loss has a way of 
intruding upon people's obsessions, causing them to abandon their obsessions. 
Frank stuffs and mounts Sorrow in time to give the dog to Franny for 
Christmas. He hides the stuffed dog in Iowa Bob's closet, secure in the 
knowledge that "Franny would never look there" (153). While Iowa Bob is 
working out on Christmas morning, one of the weights falls off the barbell, rolls 
across the floor, and strikes the closet door, causing it to open. Sorrow, arranged 
in an "attack" pose, falls out of the closest. Iowa Bob dies at the sight of the 
apparently unstoppable dog; his obsession was not enough to keep him from 
losing his life. Thus does the Hotel New Hampshire further impress its lesson 
on the Berry children: Sorrow increases loss. This lesson will be wasted on the 
Berrys. 
None of the family—except Egg-likes the stuffed Sorrow, and Mother 
promptly has the dog thrown away, where it sits in the rain until Egg rescues it 
and tries to dry it off with Franny's hair dryer, inadvertently setting it on fire; "I 
wanted to make him nice again!" young Egg cries (183). Frank assures Egg—and 
the rest of the family—that he can restore Sorrow and "make him nice again"; he 
will get his chance. Later, Franny will realize that, "by definition, sorrow would 
never be nice" (184). 
Frank finishes working on Sorrow and, to everyone's surprise and 
pleasure, Sorrow does indeed look "nice." In fact, "[i]f it weren't for the fact that 
he was dead and that it was impossible to banish from memory Sorrow's other 
manifestations, this Sorrow looked as harmless as Sorrow ever could have 
looked" (213). No matter what we try to do about the sorrow that comes from 
losses, it is always "impossible to banish from memory Sorrow's other 
manifestations"; that is, we cannot completely avert our minds from our losses 
and sorrows, no matter how many diversions, distractions, obsession, rituals, or 
routines we take on. Sorrow looks so nice that Egg plans to bring him to Vienna 
with the family, who are to help run another hotel. 
Freud, an old friend of Father and Mother's and the one who was 
responsible for them getting married, was the former owner of Earl the bear and 
is the current owner of the hotel that the family is to help run. In one of his 
responses from Vienna, Freud introduces another of the book's recurring 
phrases. His message reads, in part: 
WHAT YOU MEAN, HOW OLD AM I? ABOUT ONE HUNDRED! 
BUT VIENNESE ANSWER IS BETTER: WE SAY, "I KEEP 
PASSING THE OPEN WINDOWS." THIS IS AN OLD JOKE. 
THERE WAS A STREET CLOWN CALLED KING OF THE MICE: 
HE TRAINED RODENTS, HE DID HOROSCOPES, HE COULD 
IMPERSONATE NAPOLEON, HE COULD MAKE DOGS FART ON 
COMMAND. ONE NIGHT HE JUMPED OUT HIS WINDOW 
WITH ALL HIS PETS IN A BOX. WRITTEN ON THE BOX WAS 
THIS: "LIFE IS SERIOUS BUT ART IS FUN!" I HEAR HIS 
FUNERAL WAS A PARTY. A STREET ARTIST HAD KILLED 
HIMSELF. NOBODY HAD SUPPORTED HIM BUT NOW 
EVERYBODY MISSED HIM. . . IT IS HARD WORK TO MAKE LIFE 
NOT SO SERIOUS (205). 
"Keep passing the open windows" is a refrain that the family keeps saying to one 
another. The Berry family has suffered many losses already and they warn one 
another not to get too overwhelmed with their personal losses. In a world 
where even Sorrow can look "nice," this is a necessary refrain. 
The family departs for Vienna in two waves, John says. "Father, Frank, 
Franny, Lilly, and I were in the first shift. Mother and Egg would meet us in 
Vienna the next day; Sorrow would fly with them" (227). Sorrow does fly with 
Mother and Egg; their plane explodes just off the coast of France. The rescue 
plane spots the wreckage only because the pilot sees Sorrow bobbing in the ocean; 
as Frank had mentioned to the family: "Sorrow floats" (231) When all else has 
sunk from view, there is still Sorrow. 
It seems that this latest loss is what it takes for the Berry children to begin 
at last to understand the ways of the world. Sorrow can take on many different 
forms, as can loss. The family comes to recognize this fact rather slowly; "It was 
Franny who said, later, that we must all watch out for whatever form Sorrow 
would take next; we must learn to recognize the different poses" (231). The Berry 
family has reached the stage where potential losses begin to assume importance; 
they will forever be on guard against Sorrow. And because Sorrow always 
indicates a loss, that will be a concern for the rest of their lives. 
The Berry children try to make the best of their situation; still mourning 
the loss of Mother and Egg, they try to lose themselves in the distractions of 
Vienna and the second Hotel New Hampshire. John describes their situation: 
"Grief makes everything intimate; in our grieving for Mother and Egg, we got to 
know the radicals and whores as if we had always known them" (124). To get 
over losing Mother and Egg, the Berry children try to make a new family out of 
the hotel's frequenters. Franny is intrigued by Ernst, the leader of the terrorists; 
John is attracted to Jolanta, a dangerous-looking prostitute. 
After a while, John discovers the terrorists' plot: they have wired a bomb 
into their car; it is one of two bombs that the terrorists plan to use to blow up the 
Vienna State Opera. The car's exploding will trigger another explosion in the 
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opera house. Before they are aware of the terrorists' plan, Frank and John see the 
bomb; John describes it: 
The thing—whatever it was—was quite clearly not human, but it was 
somehow strangely animal in its appearance. I'm sure, now, of 
course, that it was completely mechanical, but its shape seemed 
animal in the passing car—as if [it] held a bear. . . or a big dog. It was 
just a carload of sorrow. . ." (307). 
For what the terrorists have in mind, it is indeed a carload of sorrow. When 
John discovers the plot, he tells the family, who cannot decide what to do. It is 
then that John makes a great revelation: 
It was apparent to me, then, what the seven years had done to 
Father: he had lost the decisiveness he must have had that night in 
Dairy, New Hampshire, when he took my mother walking in Elliott 
Park and snowed her with his vision of converting the Thompson 
Female Seminary to a hotel. First he'd lost Earl—the provider of his 
education. And when he lost Iowa Bob, he lost Iowa Bob's instincts, 
too. Iowa Bob was a man trained to pounce on a loose ball—a 
valuable instinct, especially in the hotel business. And now I could 
see what sorrow had cost Father (331). 
Father has lost everything but his obsession: the Hotel New Hampshire. 
It is this obsession that got him through the deaths of Iowa Bob, Mother, and Egg; 
it is this obsession that enabled him to sink the family savings into the hotel. 
Now the terrorists threaten his obsession: if they are successful in blowing up 
the opera house, the explosion will destroy the Hotel New Hampshire as well. 
When the terrorists try to have the family play a role in the bombing, 
Freud deliberately detonates the bomb prematurely, killing himself and his 
terrorist observers. In a gruesome scene, John grabs a terrorist around the chest 
and, prepared by his years of weight lifting, squeezes him to death. This is a 
scene akin to Garp's second encounter with Bonkers in that it again shows an 
individual using his obsessions to reduce the effects of loss. John's weight lifting 
obsession, undertaken so he would be able to protect his loved ones from future 
losses, enables him to do just that. He is not completely able to prevent loss, he 
just reduces it; however, the explosion kills Freud and shrapnel blinds Father. 
John loses something as well: “I have not felt the same about weight 
lifting since. I still do it, but I'm very low-key about the lifting now; I don't like 
to push myself. A little light lifting, just enough to make me start feeling good; I 
don't like to strain, not anymore" (359). John loses his obsession with weight 
lifting; while he is able to protect his family from Arbeiter, he is not able to 
completely protect all of them from loss, and he realizes how ineffective and 
illusory his obsession was. 
The Berry family, having moved to New York City, finally seems to be 
able to put its losses behind it—until John spots Chipper Dove. The realization 
that Dove is in the city reduces Franny to hysterics, so the family decides that it is 
time Franny have her revenge. They convince Dove that he is about to be raped 
by a bear (played by Susie in her bear suit); as a result of their actions, Franny 
comes to the realization that any vengeance that she plots for Chipper Dove will 
not be enough; nothing could be enough for all the loss and grief that he has 
caused her. While she cannot regain what she has lost, Franny has at least 
confronted her fears and has the potential to come to terms with them and with 
her losses. 
Things quiet down for the Berrys, but they still undergo periodical losses: 
Lilly, unable to cope with the pressure of being a successful writer, commits 
suicide—she was literally unable to keep passing the open windows; Franny and 
John, admitting that they feel more for each other than is "normal," make love 
so many times in one day that they effectively lose their obsession with one 
another; Father loses numerous seeing eye dogs for a multitude of reasons. The 
Berrys remain well acquainted with loss. 
John and Susie open a rape crisis center, telling Father that they have 
opened the third Hotel New Hampshire. Franny marries Junior Jones; John 
marries Susie. When John tells Father about his living with Susie, Father is 
ecstatic: 
“That's what we've been missing!" he cried. “That's really 
perfect. I mean, you couldn't ask for a better hotel. I think you've 
handled the hotel business brilliantly! But we need a bear. 
Everybody does! And now that you've got the bear, you're home 
free, John. Now you've finally written the happy ending." 
Not quite, I thought (438). 
John knows that a bear is not enough to guarantee a “happy ending"; after all, a 
bear is just a temporary distraction, something that he learned with Earl's death 
long ago. However, because of his unique upbringing, John now knows the only 
way he will be able to get through life: 
[I]n spite of the danger of being swept away, at any time, or 
perhaps because of the danger, we were not allowed to be depressed 
or unhappy. The way the world worked was not cause for some sort 
of blanket cynicism or sophomoric despair; according to my father 
and Iowa Bob, the way the world worked—which was badly—was just 
a strong incentive to live purposefully and to be determined about 
living well (168) 
This is also the central message of Irving's first six novels—he will not change 
this assertion until A Prayer for Owen Meany. We must "live purposefully and 
be determined about living well"; the easiest way to do this is to distract 
ourselves from our losses, even of it is only for a short amount of time. If we get 
obsessed about our distractions from loss, we can have a respite from sorrow. In 
the world according to Irving, this is quite a gift, although it is often an 
overlooked one. 
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The Cider House Rules 
The Cider House Rules is different from the rest of John Irving's novels in 
that it is his first and only historical novel. Published in 1985, The Cider House 
Rules tells, in part, the tale of St. Cloud's, an early twentieth-century orphanage 
in Maine where the director, Dr. Wilbur Larch, is both an obstetrician and an 
abortionist (Larch is very firm about what he does—"He would deliver babies. He 
would deliver mothers, too" [67]). There is one particular orphan who, due to 
one misfortune or another, never gets adopted; his name is Homer Wells and he 
is the novel's protagonist. 
As one might imagine, the life of an orphan—both in and out of the 
orphanage—is full of loss; children are constantly being adopted, leaving behind 
all that they have known in their lives: their friends, authority figures, rituals, 
and even the names given them at the orphanage. The orphans do not know 
that Larch performs abortions, but the loss of the mothers-whatever it is that 
compels them to seek an abortion—seems to taint the atmosphere of the 
orphanage, remaining behind after the women have departed; the women who 
depart St. Cloud's leave behind two things: either a baby, or a sense of 
helplessness or loss. 
Having no actual or stable family, the orphans must find other ways to 
overcome their losses, usually by establishing a routine and throwing 
themselves into that routine wholeheartedly. "An orphan," Irving writes, "is 
simply more of a child than other children in that essential appreciation of 
things that happen daily, on schedule. For everything that promises to last, the 
orphan is a sucker" (13). Of course, readers of Irving realize that, despite the best 
promises, nothing will last. Rather early in life, the children discover this fact 
about their friends and meager possession—that they will not last—so they put 
their faith in larger, harder-to-change routines. As Irving notes: 
Dr. Larch ran the boys' division with as many of the 
simulated manifestations of daily life as are possible to cultivate at 
an orphanage. Meals were promptly served at the same time, every 
day. Dr. Larch would also read aloud at the same evening hour for 
the same length of time, even if it meant leaving a chapter in 
misadventure. . . . 
. . . There would be groans of disappointment, but Larch 
knew that he had made a promise; he had established a routine (13). 
Another routine at St. Cloud's is Dr. Larch's bedtime benediction. In an attempt 
to give the orphans a sense of self-worth, Larch would act as if the boys were 
royalty: "'Good night!' he would call. 'Good night-you princes of Maine, you 
kings of New England!"' (72). The orphans look forward to this never-changing, 
nightly benediction, just as they come to anticipate all the routine aspects of 
orphanage life. 
Homer Wells learns the importance of establishing and maintaining a 
routine at an early age. Homer is adopted and returned four times; after the 
fourth failed attempt, Larch realizes that Homer is meant to stay at St. Cloud's. 
Nurse Angela, the woman who named Homer, "once remarked of Homer Wells 
that the boy must adore the name she gave him because he fought so hard not to 
lose it" (3). Indeed, all of Homer's life will be a fight not to lose the things that he 
adores. 
After Larch admits that Homer is meant to stay at St. Cloud's, the doctor 
decides to put the boy to work, to make him "be of use" (35). Homer soon takes 
over the duties of reading to the orphans; he reads Charles Dickens to the boys 
and Charlotte Bronte to the girls. In this way he comes to meet Melony, a large 
girl whose name was to have been "Melody," but for a mistake with the 
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typewriter. Melony begins what might be called a "friendship" with Homer. She 
sexually initiates him and eventually Homer becomes Melony's only way of 
ignoring loss. She gets him to promise that he will not leave her behind at St. 
Cloud's: "'Promise me you'll stay as long as I stay. . .,’ she said" (100), something 
Homer reluctantly does. 
Doctor Larch increases Homer's duties and responsibilities, making the 
boy his assistant—Homer learns about surgery, obstetrics, and abortions. It is here 
that Homer begins to disagree with Larch—Homer feels that the fetus has a soul 
and is a living being; he refuses to ever perform an abortion and Larch cannot get 
the boy to change his mind. Homer has no qualms about delivering babies, 
however; the natural routine-like manner in which a delivery occurs especially 
impresses him, although there are some aspects that seem unnatural to the boy: 
The most unnatural thing about it, to Homer Wells, was how 
clearly hostile the child found the environment in which it first 
exercised its lungs—how clearly unfriendly, though not unexciting, 
the child's new world was to the child, whose first choice (had it 
been given a choice) might have been to remain where it was (107). 
Homer comes to see that all of life is a struggle and that we must cope with life 
from the moment we are born, which is when we lose the safety of the womb 
and a hostile new world confronts us. Yet Homer tries to ignore this lesson—and 
his losses—by clinging to the routines and rituals of the orphanage and his new 
duties; in this way he is like all of the other orphans who do the same thing. 
Dr. Larch inadvertently throws off the orphans' routine one evening. It 
seems that one of the orphans, Fuzzy Stone has died; Fuzzy had always suffered 
from respiratory troubles, so his death did not actually surprise Larch. Larch asks 
Homer what the orphans should be told about Fuzzy's demise; Homer, wanting 
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to reduce the losses of the orphans, tells Larch that they should pretend that 
Fuzzy has been adopted. 
Whenever a boy is adopted, Dr. Larch would share the good news with all 
of the orphans, making the announcement right before the evening benediction, 
something that he forgets to do in the case of Fuzzy Stone: 
Perhaps because he was lying, he forgot the proper routine. Instead 
of beginning with the announcement about Fuzzy Stone, he gave 
the usual benediction; he got the whole business out of order. 
. . . Into this business he tried to say the usual about the 
unusual. "Let us be happy for Fuzzy Stone," Dr. Larch said. Homer 
Wells knew what he meant when it was said that you could hear a 
pin drop. "Fuzzy Stone has found a family," Dr. Larch said. "Good 
night, Fuzzy." 
"Good night, Fuzzy!" someone said. But Homer had heard a 
pause in the air; it had all been done out of order, and not everyone 
was completely convinced (112). 
It does not take much for the orphans to realize what they have lost. In such a 
way do they come to see just how temporary and illusory their routines are; they 
know that they have lost Fuzzy—in fact, one of the orphans will remain 
suspicious about Fuzzy Stone's fate for the rest of his life. Although not 
deliberately, Dr. Larch has undermined the routine and shown the orphans how 
fragile their distractions are, how ineffective they are for withstanding loss. The 
orphans need their routines and distractions and cling to them tightly, just as 
tightly as Melony clings to Homer's promise. 
Homer has a hard time keeping this promise after the arrival of Wally 
Worthington and Candy Kendall. When they return to Ocean View Orchards, 
Homer is to accompany them to bring back some apple trees for the orphanage. 
While the plan is for Homer to be gone for only two days, both he and Larch 
realize that he is going away for a much longer time. Homer's leaving will make 
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him lose the closest thing he has ever had to a father figure; Dr. Larch is losing 
the closest thing he has ever had to a son. 
Homer's departure also upsets the orphans; they think that the couple has 
adopted Homer. '"Doctor Larch said Homer was here to protect us! . . . Some 
protection!'" (208), wails one of the orphans. They, too, know that they are losing 
Homer, quite possibly forever; they also realize that no one will be able to 
"protect" them; losses and tragedies will occur despite the most secure protection 
imaginable. Homer's leaving has a further significance to the orphans: Homer 
had been in charge of the nightly readings of Dickens; with him gone, they fear 
what will happen to the evening routine. Homer is taking one of the 
orphanage's distractions with him. 
When Homer goes to say goodbye to Larch, he finds him performing an 
autopsy on St. Cloud's recently deceased stationmaster. Larch is cold towards 
Homer, as if the autopsy is the most important thing on his mind, although he 
confides that he believes the stationmaster died of a heart attack. 
"If you're so sure it was his heart," Homer Wells was asking 
Dr. Larch, "why are you in such a hurry to do the autopsy?" 
"I like to keep busy," Larch said, surprised by the barely 
restrained anger in his voice. He might have told Homer that he 
loved him very much and that he needed something very active to 
occupy himself at this moment of Homer's departure (209). 
Larch knows that the only way he will not be able to dwell on his loss of Homer 
is to occupy himself with other tasks, just as all of Irving's characters but Owen 
Meany occupy themselves with tasks when faced with loss. But Larch knows 
that the only reason he is performing this autopsy is to keep his mind off 
Homer's departure; in such a way, his distraction constantly reminds Larch of 
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what he has lost. This is problematic of all distractions, for eventually the losses 
of the real world will intrude. 
Homer tries to keep from thinking about what he has lost by throwing 
himself into the work of the orchard and by taking on other distractions: he 
learns to drive, he learns to swim, and he goes to movies. The short visit turns 
first into a summer job and then becomes something more permanent when 
Wally goes away to college; Wally's mother, Olive Worthington, has recently lost 
her husband and would rather have the company when Wally goes away. 
Homer enjoys his life at Ocean View; he feels safe there, learning all about the 
apple business. He might not feel so safe if he knew that Meiony has run away 
from St. Cloud's and is looking for him. 
Always one who has reacted violently towards loss, Meiony is furious 
when Homer leaves St. Cloud's. Larch's fears for Homer's safety cause him to 
dash off the letter warning him that “Meiony was out. She was loose in the 
world. Larch thought that Homer should know this, that he might want to keep 
an eye open for her" (230). Meiony comes to represent the forces that account for 
losses; she is Homer's own personal Under Toad. Meiony begins an exploration 
of apple orchards, trying to discover the location of Ocean View. At one orchard 
she becomes a threat to the other workers. When she leaves, the workers 
discover that she has filled the communal thermos with poisoned oats and corn. 
"If Meiony had actually meant to poison any of them, she would have been 
more restrained in the proportions. It was clearly just a message. . ." (331). 
Meiony has left behind a warning or reminder about her potential to cause harm 
and loss. Meiony has much potential for causing harm and Larch rightly worries 
about Homer and wants to protect him; however, Larch does not seem to want to 
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understand that he cannot protect Homer from harm and loss-nothing can. 
And despite Larch's warning to "keep an eye open for her/' Melony’s arrival will 
surprise Homer; the apple orchard is a very effective diversion from loss. 
Despite all of Larch's distractions with the orphanage, he is never able to 
stop thinking about his lost "son." He writes frequent lengthy letters to Homer, 
fretting about all he learns from Homer's replies; the swimming lessons are 
especially unsettling to Larch. "Watch out for the swimming lessons" (235), he 
thinks to himself, recalling the image of Garp's dreaded Under Toad. What Dr. 
Larch should know from his experience as a doctor is that the Under Toad gets us 
all in the end. 
Both the Under Toad and his own eventual end are the furthest things 
from Homer's mind as he spends more time at the orchard. One day, Homer is 
admiring a flock of sea gulls when he makes a discovery: "It was in looking at 
the sea gulls that it first occurred to Homer Wells that he was free" (234). Larch 
seems to sense this and it worries him greatly, for he knows "that freedom was 
an orphan's most dangerous illusion" (234). Homer believes that he is free, but 
this belief begins to diminish when he talks to one of the women at Ocean View: 
Grace Lynch, who had gone to St. Cloud's to have an abortion. Grace shares her 
perceptions of the orphanage with Homer: '"Funny. ... It was so awful there, but 
I felt safe. . . . Not like here. . . . It's dangerous here'" (251). This is the first time 
that Homer is made to understand that the orchard is not a protection against 
loss; the people who live and work at the orchard have their own losses to deal 
with. There is no escaping loss; there is no freedom. Homer comes to see that 
"whatever was 'dangerous' had not deserted Grace Lynch and that he could 
travel far but never so far that the victim's of St. Cloud's would ever desert him" 
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(251). His losses have not gone away, nor will they ever. While he might have a 
momentary distraction from them, someday Homer will still have to try to come 
to terms with his losses. 
While Wally is at school, he tells Homer to look after Candy. Homer does 
just this and the two admit their mutual attraction to one another. They do not 
know what to do for, even though they love one another, they both love Wally, 
as well. They decide to "wait and see" (356) what will happen among the three of 
them. 
While Homer waits and sees, he observes the orchard's picking crew, a 
group of black migrant workers led by Mister Rose. The workers stay in the cider 
house every year, and every year they disregard the rules that Olive posts for 
their benefit, as they feel that they have their own rules. 
When America gets involved in World War II, Wally enlists and becomes 
a pilot in Burma. His plane is shot down and Wally is declared Missing in 
Action; most people-Homer included—believe Wally to be dead, although Candy 
and Olive never give up the hope that he is alive; Olive Worthington, especially, 
holds on to the belief that Wally is alive and throws herself into the business of 
the orchard as she has never done before. "Olive had never been more active in 
a harvest, or more grateful for there being one" (405). Like many earlier 
characters, Olive takes on diversions to keep her mind off her losses. She also 
refuses to change Wally's room: it becomes a shrine in which nothing changes. 
As other characters have done before her, Olive tries to deal with the loss of her 
son by retreating to the past whenever the business of the orchard proves to be 
an inadequate distraction. 
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With Wally gone, Homer and Candy find it more difficult to repress their 
feelings for one another; they make love and Candy becomes pregnant and 
Homer persuades her to have the child. The two return to St. Cloud's where Dr. 
Larch and his two nurses are overjoyed to have their company. Homer, due to 
his time spent away from St. Cloud's, comes to a new decision about life there: 
"[H]e observed how life in St. Cloud's seemed timeless, placeless and constant, 
how it seemed grim but caring, how it seemed somehow safer than life in Heart's 
Rock or in Heart's Haven—certainly safer than life over Burma" (422). He comes 
to long for the safety that he had once felt at the orphanage, which he now views 
in the same way that Severin Winter viewed the wrestling room in The 158- 
Pound Marriage—it is a place that seems protected from the real world. Irving 
does not believe that any place serves as protection from the real world; 
eventually Homer and Candy will have to leave St. Cloud's and return to the 
orchard. Harter and Thompson observe: 
Out of the naturalized chaos (unhumanized landscape, 
lowering clouds, hostile climate) and the human disorder 
(crumbling buildings and human flotsam of an abandoned lumber 
town), Larch creates the St. Cloud's orphanage. He actually wills it 
into existence for, though his nickname will be St. Larch, he is really 
a god. St. Cloud's is both pre- and postlapsarian. . . St. Cloud's is. . . a 
fallen place, the world as we know it (140-141). 
Homer and Candy remain at St. Cloud's until Candy has the baby, a boy whom 
Homer names Angel. When they receive a telegram from Olive stating that 
Wally is alive but paralyzed from the waist down, they return to Orchard View, 
where they pretend that Angel is Homer's adopted son. Life has been especially 
good to Angel, who is looked after—and loved-equally by Homer, Candy, and 
Wally. "The only life Angel had known was a life with all of them. At fifteen, 
he'd never suffered so much as a change of rooms; everything had been the same 
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since he could remember it" (463). Homer and the two Worthingtons are as 
protective of Angel as Garp was of Duncan and Walt; their protectiveness, also 
like Garp's, will prove to be futile. 
When the picking crew arrives, Mister Rose has brought his daughter, 
Rose Rose along with him, along with her yet-unnamed daughter. Angel falls 
madly in love with her, despite all of her warnings that he shouldn't. Wally and 
Homer give Angel the same advice; they both know that the knife-wielding 
Mister Rose follows rules of his own making. Angel stubbornly refuses to listen 
to them. 
Melony's sudden arrival at Ocean View is as surprising as any tragedy. 
Homer is uncomfortable around her, a feeling that increases when Melony 
observes how closely Angel and Homer resemble one another; Melony 
recognizes at once who Angel's true parents are. Melony is disappointed at how 
Homer has turned out; Homer had been her obsession, in part, because he had 
seemed so special at the orphanage. Now he is living a life of lies and is not 
special at all. Homer had always been Melony's hero, but he now seems pathetic 
to her, living a life of illusions and being too scared to do anything about it. 
When Melony excuses herself to use the bathroom, she rummages around 
in the medicine cabinet until she finds some razor blades. Using a cigarette 
lighter, she softens the handle of Homer's toothbrush and embeds the razor 
blade into the handle. When done, she admits that she has made "quite a nice 
little weapon" (497). Instead of using it, however, she merely replaces it. When 
Homer goes to brush his teeth with it later, he cuts himself on the blade. Once 
again, Melony leaves behind a threat of her ability to cause harm or loss. 
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Homer realizes this when he discovers that Melony has stolen a copy of 
the questionnaire about St. Cloud's. Fearful that Melony will tell the board of 
trustees about the abortions, Homer informs Larch about what has happened. 
Larch fears this as well, so he arranges for his nurses to turn him in; in this way, 
they can remain at St. Cloud's and the work will continue—provided that Homer 
ever changes his mind about abortion. 
Rose Rose confesses to Angel that Mister Rose disapproves of their 
relationship: at one time he punches her in the eye and he cuts her with is 
infamous knife at another. Rose Rose later admits that she is pregnant with her 
own father's baby. Horrified at what Mister Rose has done, Homer gives Rose 
Rose an abortion. This is the turning point for Homer Wells, who realizes that 
"now he couldn't play God in the worst sense; if he could operate on Rose Rose, 
how could he refuse to help a stranger? How could he refuse anyone? Only a 
god makes that kind of decision" (568). Homer is not a god; he is merely a tired 
man who decides to take over Larch's duties at the orphanage after first taking 
care of a few remaining tasks at the orchard. 
Rose Rose kills her father and flees with her baby, breaking Angel's heart. 
He has lost his first love, but he now realizes that the apple orchard is not a 
secure place against loss; Angel is growing up. Homer tells Angel the truth about 
his parentage, just as Candy tells Wally. All his lies behind him, Homer goes to 
St. Cloud's (under the name of Fuzzy Stone) and takes over Larch's duties. St. 
Cloud's gets a new doctor; Angel gets parents. All of the characters do their best 
to survive, now well acquainted with loss. 
The Cider House Rules is Irving's sixth novel and it is his last novel 
completely lacking in characters who are unable to overcome their losses. In his 
next novel, A Prayer for Owen Meany, the central character is finally able to 
overcome his losses due to his religious faith. This is a departure from Irving's 
usual fare, and few have paid attention to it. I hope to remedy that in Chapter 
Three and show just how different and significant A Prayer for Owen Meany is 
in the development of John Irving's fiction. 
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CHAPTER 4: OVERCOMING LOSS 
A Prayer for Owen Meany (1989) is a landmark among John Irving's 
works. In it, he finally presents a character who is able to overcome his losses. 
Owen Meany is able to do so because of his faith in God and in His plan. In this, 
his seventh novel, Irving replaces the most effective way of coping with loss. 
Owen does not spend his life anticipating any future losses or tragedies, but 
spends each day living his life to the fullest; he does not need any distractions, 
for he has nothing he needs to be distracted from. 
Owen's life is chronicled by the narrator, John Wheelwright, Owen's best 
friend. John has never known his father; he was conceived when his mother, 
Tabitha Wheelwright, has a "fling" as a girl. Tabitha never tells John who his 
father is and he spends much of his life curious about his lineage and in search 
of his father. The only person that he discusses the subject with is Owen Meany, 
a tiny boy with a unique voice, which is shown in the text by having all of his 
statements appear entirely in capital letters. Owen feels that his voice is more 
than "unique"; like him, it is "special." 
Owen decides that he is special one day after a Little League game; he and 
John happen to play on the same team. Because of his small stature, Owen does 
not get to play often; he is used when the team needs to get on base—Owen's 
small strike zone makes a difficult target for opposing pitchers. One day when 
their team is hopelessly losing, Owen is allowed to pinch hit for John. He 
manages to connect with a pitch and hits the ball so hard that all present are 
amazed. Sadly, Owen's first hit turns out to be a foul ball; tragically, it strikes and 
kills John's mother. Early on, then, Irving shows how fragile the safety of the 
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family is; without notice, those that we love can be taken from us. While this is 
not a new message in Irving's fiction, that he offers an alternative to the family 
that proves to be even more resilient, is; that alternative is religion, which 
enables Owen Meany to overcome Tabitha's death and all his other losses; Owen 
believes that he was God's instrument, chosen to kill Tabitha Wheelwright. 
Such begins the religious theme of the tale. The two boys, despite the 
tragedy, remain steadfast friends and grow up together in the town of Gravesend, 
New Hampshire; Owen is introduced to and becomes a surrogate member of 
John's family. Owen possesses a great, unshakable faith in God, although he has 
little to do with organized religion. Faith in God is the driving force for Owen 
Meany, and he uses this faith to overcome his losses. John Wheelwright, while 
not having the religious convictions of Owen Meany, admits that Owen "is the 
reason I believe in God" (1). 
Life with Owen Meany is never commonplace, as it is driven by a 
maniacal belief in God's purpose. Owen's unique outlook on life is responsible 
for much of the novel's action. His vision about his death causes him to spend 
his life pondering his role in God's plan. Owen believes that he will die on a 
specific day and in a specific set of circumstances; he is right. Owen has a special 
knowledge about what is going to take place and he always knows the right thing 
to do in any given situation; when the Vietnam draft begins, Owen knows 
exactly what to do to keep John out of the war. Owen is one of two wise men 
presented in the novel; the other is the Indian sagamore Watahantowet. 
John reveals that the site of what became the town of Gravesend was 
purchased from Watahantowet who, instead of a signature, placed his totem on 
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the deed to the land. Watahantowet's totem is that of an armless man and why 
his totem is armless is the topic of concern for many Gravesend residents: 
Later there was some dispute—not very interesting-regarding the 
Indian deed, and more interesting speculation regarding why 
Watahantowet's totem was an armless man. Some said it was how 
it made the sagamore feel to give up all of that land—to have his 
arms cut off—and others pointed out that earlier "marks" made by 
Watahantowet revealed that the figure, although armless, held a 
feather in his mouth; this was said to indicate the sagamore's 
frustration at being unable to write. But in several other versions of 
the totem ascribed to Watahantowet, the figure has a tomahawk in 
its mouth and looks completely crazy—or else he is making a gesture 
toward peace: no arms, tomahawk in mouth; together, perhaps, 
they are meant to signify that Watahantowet does not fight (8). 
These interpretations of the totem of Watahantowet are all correct, each 
containing a part of Irving's underlying message. However, just as the residents 
of Gravesend are capable of misreading Watahantowet's totem, so, too, is a 
reader today likely to misread Irving's novel. And while each interpretation of 
both the totem and the novel can be "correct," it is only a smaller piece of the 
overall puzzle. Only when all aspects are viewed simultaneously can the reader 
begin to grasp Irving's complete message. 
The loss of land is symbolic of loss that occurs in everyday life. It is more 
than the loss of an individual-the land has been lost by an entire people; a great 
sorrow has befallen them. Of course, loss is nothing new to readers of Irving; all 
of his longer works are filled with those who lose things: prized possessions, 
relationships, loved ones, and body parts. We are, all of us, succumbing to loss. 
Yet, the totem of Watahantowet seems to express something more than the 
helplessness, more than the frustrations of futility that accompany loss. A Prayer 
for Owen Meany has a message that goes beyond that of the general theme first 
hinted at in Setting Free the Bears. 
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That Watahantowet knows something about loss is apparent. However, 
he is also "armless" in that he is not allowed to express his message; the feather 
in the totem's mouth should not be seen as symbolic of the confining medium of 
writing, but rather as representative of communication in general. 
Watahantowet is unable to state his message about loss and this makes his 
frustration even greater. 
One thing that we can learn from his totem is that Watahantowet knows 
the futility of struggling against loss. Tomahawk in mouth, "Watahantowet 
does not fight" against the great forces of loss and sorrow and it is here that 
Irving begins to expand on his message of loss. In his previous novels, all 
characters who undergo loss try to struggle with and against their losses in the 
same way: they seek to distract themselves with diversions—rearing new 
children in an attempt to lessen the hardships of loss; ignoring that losses have 
occurred by throwing themselves into new endeavors; and trying to replace 
items with newer, woefully inadequate ones. Watahantowet knows that fighting 
against loss is a futile endeavor and a great waste of energy. He has, apparently, 
discovered a means to deal with loss that none of Irving's earlier characters 
exhibited. Early in the novel, the reader can only speculate about the true 
meaning behind Watahantowet's totem. 
Given his penchant for foreshadowing, it is almost inevitable that Irving 
elaborate significantly on his message. Relating the fate of Watahantowet, John 
Wheelwright states that "the spiritually armless Watahantowet" (11; emphasis 
added) was never buried in Gravesend. Watahantowet is spiritually armless 
only to the Puritan forefathers of Gravesend, who would not allow a non- 
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Christian to be buried in the town. John and Owen, religious, yet having little to 
do with organized religion, know that Watahantowet was very spiritual: 
Watahantowet believes that animals and that even the much- 
abused Squamscott River had a soul--Watahantowet knew that the 
land that he sold to my ancestors was absolutely full of spirits. The 
rocks they had to move to plant a field—they were, forever after, 
restless and displaced spirits. And the trees they cut down to build 
their homes—they had a different spirit from the spirits that escaped 
those houses as the smoke from firewood (87). 
Irving is not saying that a Christian faith is all-important, but that a faith in a 
greater power and purpose is, and this is a crucial piece of information in the 
puzzle of Watahantowet's totem; those individuals without spirituality, without 
faith, are unable to overcome their losses. 
A childhood experience of John's provides another piece of the puzzle. He 
and his mother would make periodic trips "up north" (50) to Sawyer's Depot to 
visit Tabitha's sister and her family, the Eastmans, who owned a sawmill. Jon 
and his cousins would play king of the mountain in the sawmill: 
The object was to be king of the mountain, to hurl all comers of the 
top of the pile-or to bury one's attackers in the sawdust. 
The worst part about being buried in the pile—up to your 
chin—was that the lumberyard dog, the Eastman's slobbering boxer, 
a mindless friendly beast with halitosis vile enough to give you 
visions of corpses uprooted from their graves. . . this dog with the 
mouth of death was then summoned to lick your face. And with 
the sawdust packed all around you—as armless as Watahantowet's 
totem—you were powerless to fend the dog off (55). 
While Irving does not mention whether or not the buried individual struggled 
against the dog, Firewater, one cannot imagine, given the description of the 
canine's breath, anyone taking such a licking complacently. "Powerless to fend 
the dog off," one can only struggle helplessly while the boxer has its way. 
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As previously demonstrated in The World According to Garp and in The 
Hotel New Hampshire, Irving uses dogs to represent life's loss-causing forces. 
When it comes to warding off loss, all of us are as powerless as the buried child 
or Watahantowet. We are unable to fend off our constant losses; the "mouth of 
death" can and does have its way with us at any time, without warning. 
When John first meets the man who is to become his stepfather—Dan 
Needham—he is given a stuffed armadillo. The animal immediately becomes an 
object of delight and horror to both John Wheelwright and Owen Meany, who 
take turns frightening one another with it. That Owen desires the stuffed 
creature is immediately realized by John, who relates, "I loved the armadillo, of 
course, and Owen Meany also loved it" (49). When John announces that he is 
about to ravel to Sawyer Depot, Owen takes "this opportunity to express his 
concern for the armadillo's well-being" (62). 
"FROM WHAT YOU'VE TOLD ME ABOUT YOUR 
COUSINS," Owen said, "I DON'T THINK THAT YOU SHOULD 
TAKE THE ARMADILLO TO SAWYER DEPOT." It had never 
occurred to me to take the armadillo with me, but Owen had clearly 
given some though to the potential tragedy of such a journey. 
"YOU MIGHT FORGET IT ON A TRAIN," he said, "OR THAT DOG 
OF THEIRS MIGHT CHEW ON IT. WHAT'S THE DOG'S NAME?" 
"Firewater," I said. 
"YES, FIREWATER-HE SOUNDS DANGEROUS TO THE 
ARMADILLO TO ME," Owen said (62). 
While not knowing that dogs represent forces that cause loss, John agrees to this 
arrangement; whenever he leaves for Sawyer Depot, or when the Eastmans visit 
Gravesend, Owen takes the armadillo with him, promising "that no harm 
would come to the diminutive beast" (64). 
After Owen kills John's mother with the fateful baseball, John hears the 
Meany granite truck outside of his house one morning. He goes outside and 
discovers a package. In an attempt to make up for what he has done, Owen gives 
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John his most prized possessions, his baseball cards. John doesn't know what to 
make of this gift or what to do with it, so he goes to Dan Needham for advice. 
What Owen wants, Dan explains, is simple: he wants John to return the cards. 
John does so, only after examining them to determine Owen's method of 
cataloging them: 
. . . Dan and I couldn't figure out the exact rules under which they 
were ordered, but the cards were organized under an extreme 
system; they were alphabetized by the names of players, but the 
hitters, I mean the big hitters, were alphabetized in a group of their 
own; and your golden-glove-type fielders, they had a category all to 
themselves, too; and the pitchers were all together. There even 
seemed to be some subindexing related to the age of the 
players.. . (82). 
In short, Owen has devised ''exact rules under which [things are] ordered," rules 
that other people cannot comprehend; he sees patterns and relationships that 
escape the grasp of most minds. Things have a significance for Owen Meany that 
they do not possess for other people; he has an understanding that goes beyond 
that of "ordinary" people. 
Dan explains that Owen gave John the cards as a sign of love and that 
John, to show the same thing, must give Owen something in return. After some 
deliberation, John decides to give Owen the armadillo, wrapped in paper bags: 
Owen and I were eleven; we had no other way to articulate 
what we felt about what had happened to my mother. He gave me 
his baseball cards, but he really wanted them back, and I gave him 
my stuffed armadillo, which I certainly hoped he'd give back to me~ 
all because it was impossible for us to say to each other how we 
really felt. . . . Owen and I couldn't have talked about these things-- 
at least, not then. So we gave each other our best-loved possessions, 
and hoped to get them back. When you think of it, that's not so 
silly. 
By my calculations, Owen was a day late in returning the 
armadillo; he kept it overnight for two nights, which in my view 
was one night too many. But he did return it. Once again, I heard 
the lowest-possible gear of the granite truck; once again, there was 
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an early-morning drop-off at 80 Front Street, before Mr. Meany went 
ahead with the rest of the day's heavy business. And there were the 
same brown paper bags that I had used on the step by the back door; 
it was a little dangerous to leave the armadillo outside on the step, I 
thought, given the indiscriminate appetites of that certain Labrador 
retriever belonging to our neighbor Mr. Fish (84-85). 
It seems strange that Owen, who had previously expressed concern over the 
armadillo's possibly being destroyed by Firewater, would leave it outside in such 
a vulnerable position, but then John remembers, "Sagamore was dead" (85). He 
continues, "But my greatest indignation was to follow: missing from the 
armadillo were the little animal's front claws—the most useful and impressive 
parts of its curious body. Owen had returned the armadillo, but he'd kept the 
claws!" (85). Owen has essentially reduced the armadillo to an armless state, 
much like the poor child buried in the sawdust at Sawyer Depot. The creature's 
"most useful" features have been removed, leaving it defenseless against any 
dog that might desire to chew on it. 
Owen Meany, it appears, knows the secret message of Watahantowet. It 
does no good to defend against loss, he says with this gesture; the answer lies 
elsewhere, instead. When Dan gave the armadillo to John, he referred to it as a 
"prop" (48), and used it as an ice-breaker with John. But this "prop" has been 
seen before under many different names ad guises. John writes: "[H]e always 
brought along a certain 'prop'—something interesting, either to hold or focus the 
students' attention, or to distract them from what he would, finally, make them 
see" (48). The armadillo is a physical representation of other means of 
attempting to cope with loss, be they called props, rituals, routines, distractions, 
or diversions. As Irving has demonstrated in his previous works, these means 
always prove ineffective, another message Owen tries to convey by removing the 
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armadillo's claws. John has no concept of what Owen is trying to relate, but is 
instead angry that 
. . . without its claws, the beast could no longer stand upright~not 
without pitching forward and resting on its snout. There was 
virtually no position I could find for the armadillo that did not 
make the creature resemble a supplicant-not to mention a 
wretched amputee. I was quite upset by this until Dan Needham 
informed me that this was precisely what Owen felt he had done to 
me, and to himself: that we were both maimed and mutilated by 
what had happened to us (85). 
As Dan later tells John, "We've lost a part of ourselves" (86). The message is lost 
on John, just as the message of Watahantowet's totem is lost on the residents of 
Gravesend. John focuses on the physical mutilation and ignores the deeper, 
perhaps spiritual, message that Owen is trying to convey. Part of John has been 
amputated by the death of Tabitha Wheelwright-forever removed from his life— 
and Owen, however, unintentionally, has been the cause of this loss. This loss is 
more than physical—for an eleven-year-old boy to lose his mother is perhaps the 
greatest loss he could undergo, especially since John never knew his father. 
Tabitha Wheelwright and Owen Meany have been, until this moment, the two 
greatest anchors in young John Wheelwright's life—his closest companions and 
only emotional support. Yet Owen has done the very same to himself; Tabitha 
meant as much—if not more-to Owen as does his own mother. But it is through 
physical mutilation in the form of amputation that Owen chooses to express his 
feelings. This strengthens the hypothesis of amputation signifying the greater 
generic concept of loss, particularly in Owen Meany. 
This is, however, only a part of Owen's message to John; he is also trying 
to explain that John should not try to deny his losses, or try to struggle against 
them—much like Watahantowet, John should not fight. John should put 
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Tabitha's death behind him; he should no forget his mother, but should be 
secure in the knowledge that her death was part of God's plan. He should put the 
tragedy behind him and overcome his loss. 
John cares nothing about this and is only concerned with the physical 
destruction. After the mutilation of the armadillo, he and Dan try 
... to find a position that allowed the beast to stand, or even to lie 
down, with any semblance of comfort or dignity; it was quite 
impossible. The thing had been crippled; it was rendered an 
invalid. . . . 
And so Dan and I became quite emotional, while we 
struggled to find a way to make the armadillo's appearance 
acceptable--but that was the point, Dan concluded: there was no way 
that any of this was acceptable. What had happened was 
unacceptable! Yet we still had to live with it (86). 
Irving's novels are filled with characters who experience great, "unacceptable" 
loss, but who nonetheless have to "live with it." These characters are rendered 
"crippled," stripped of "any semblance of comfort or dignity" but they somehow 
try to go on with their lives. By seeking to fill their remaining time with 
diversions, the try, unsuccessfully, "to stand or even to lie down" in an attempt 
to project that, externally at least, they have "come to live with it." They struggle 
furiously to pick up the pieces of their lives and to go on the best they can, raising 
children, running hotels, and harvesting apples. However, they do not 
overcome their losses, or even come to acceptable terms with them, but, by 
refusing to change their lives, only draw attention to their losses by showing 
how that aspect is forever removed from their daily routines; it becomes the only 
change in their lives. Only after some experimentation does John 
. . . discover that by opening the shallow drawer under the top of the 
night table, I could position the armadillo in such a way that it was 
possible for me to imagine it was something else. Half in and half 
out of the drawer, the armadillo resembled a kind of aquatic 
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creature—it was all head and torso; I could imagine that those were 
some sort of stunted flippers protruding where its claws had been 
(86). 
Only after the armadillo's silhouette has been seriously altered does it become 
tolerable to John; only after he has ceased to struggle against his loss can John 
attempt to cope with the situation. After Owen's death, John must drastically 
change his surroundings before he can even begin to discuss his loss. Only by 
leaving his Gravesend (and the United States) physically behind, can John begin 
to have the slightest tolerance for his situation. Compared to his life in the 
United States, his residence is indeed "something else." After an individual 
undergoes a great loss, he or she is forever changed; that person has undergone 
some type of amputation (although not necessarily physical) and dwelling on the 
loss will guarantee that the individual will never be whole again. 
However, Owen's message has not yet been completely understood, for 
John realizes: 
. . . that everything that Dan had said about Owen's intentions was 
correct. . . . And just before I fell asleep, I also recognized my 
armadillo for what it was--in addition to all those things that Dan 
had told me. My armadillo had been amputated to resemble 
Watahantowet's totem, the tragic and mysterious armless man. . . 
(86). 
What is the message relayed by Watahantowet's totem? What wisdom did this 
sagamore possess and try to share? John states that "Watahantowet may have 
been the last resident of Gravesend, New Hampshire, who really understood 
what everything cost. Here, take my land! There go my arms!" (87). Loss is 
costly; this is not a new sentiment either in Irving' works or in everyday life. Yet 
this wisdom gained by Watahantowet comes at great cost; he suffered the loss of 
his land but, unlike those who try to ignore or deny their losses through 
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diversions, he gains wisdom. That he cannot express it in instantly recognizable 
or easily understood terms is not the sagamore's fault. Acknowledgment of this 
fact will also prove costly to Owen Meany, who loses his life because of his belief 
in God's plan. 
It is also costly to give up our preoccupations with and defenses against 
loss. But this is precisely what Watahantowet and Owen do: they abandon their 
diversions and put their faith in a greater Being and Purpose—Owen in the 
Christian God and Watahantowet in his own deity or deities. It is this belief that 
enables the two to not only come to terms with, but to overcome their losses. 
Those who are preoccupied with loss are not whole, lacking peace of mind. Only 
when they have faith can they become whole again. 
Owen himself does not instantly recognize the meaning he was trying to 
convey through his maiming of the armadillo, which is: "GOD HAS TAKEN 
YOUR MOTHER. MY HANDS WERE THE INSTRUMENT. GOD HAS TAKEN 
MY HANDS. I AM GOD'S INSTRUMENT" (87). John has a difficult time 
accepting the belief that Owen is one of "God's chosen." Yes, Owen was 
responsible for Tabitha's death, but it was an accident, a one-in-a-million 
occurrence that could not happen again in his lifetime. However, John does not 
know that "Owen's idea—that God's reasoning was somehow predetermining 
Owen's every move-came from much more than that one unlucky swing and 
crack of the bat" (87). 
Owen believes that he is special because of his birth. After Owen's death, 
Mr. Meany tells John that Owen was "'born unnaturally. . . Like the Christ child— 
that's what I mean. . . Me and his mother, we didn't ever do it. . (536). John is 
furious with Mrs. Meany for lying about Owen's conception and with Mr. Meany 
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for believing it. Owen knew this story before he killed Tabitha, which helped to 
foster the belief that he was God's instrument. 
This is merely John's interpretation, however. Lacking the necessary faith 
to overcome his losses, John is far from ready to believe that Owen was Christ 
come again. Owen never makes this claim himself, but only asks the Reverend 
Lewis Merrill, "[I]f you could believe in one . . . virgin birth, why not in another 
one?" (540). John later comes to feel that everything about Owen Meany was 
miraculous, including his beliefs. 
Part of Irving's meaning behind the armless refrain in Owen Meany is 
provided when john Wheelwright reveals to us that "In her bedroom at 80 Front 
Street, my mother kept a dressmaker's dummy; it stood at attention next to her 
bed, like a servant about to awaken her, like a sentry guarding her while she 
slept—like a lover about to get into bed beside her" (94). As a youth, John would 
often see the dummy and mistake it for his mother. But at other times, "the 
dummy would startle me; I would have forgotten all about it, and in the gray 
half-light of the room I would think it was an assailant—for a figure standing so 
still beside a sleeping body could as easily be an attacker as a guard" (96). 
Whatever the dummy is, it is seen as both a comfort and as a possible harm. 
Tabitha Wheelwright, perhaps knowing that her time is to be tragically cut 
short, "hate[s] light," John tells us (95). "There could never be enough light to 
suit her. I saw the dummy as a kind of accomplice to my mother in her war 
against the night" (95). This point is reiterated lines later when John claims, 
"There was not a night when my mother lay in her bed unable to see the 
comforting figure of the dressmaker's dummy; it was not only her confederate 
against the darkness, it was her double" (95). The dummy is Tabitha's distraction 
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from the loss of the light, and this distraction will guarantee that Tabitha never 
overcomes her losses; in this way can the dressmaker's dummy be seen as "an 
attacker as a guard." Tabitha is comforted momentarily by the dummy's 
presence, but it is harmful because it will always prevent her from overcoming 
her losses. 
The significance of the dressmaker's dummy is only hinted at after 
Tabitha's death. After her funeral, Owen is quite insistent about the 
dressmaker's dummy: 
"I SUPPOSE THE DUMMY'S STILL THERE? IN THE 
DINING ROOM?" he asked. 
"Of course," I said. 
"WELL, THAT'S VERY BAD," Owen said. "DAN 
SHOULDN'T BE ALONE WITH THAT DUMMY. WHAT IF HE 
JUST SITS AROUND AND STARES AT IT? WHAT IF HE WAKES 
UP IN THE NIGHT AND SEES IT STANDING THERE ON HIS 
WAY TO THE REFRIGERATOR? WE SHOULD GO GET IT- 
RIGHT NOW" (140). 
Owen is re-emphasizing how severely all have been affected. Dan and John need 
to admit to themselves that Tabitha is dead and the dummy might make their 
loss even greater. Tabitha is gone; keeping her dummy around would contradict 
this fact; therefore, the dummy must go. 
"WE'VE COME FOR THE DUMMY, DAN," Owen said, 
immediately taking charge. 
"The dummy?" Dan said. 
"YOU'RE NOT GOING TO SIT AROUND AND STARE AT 
IT," Owen told him. He marched into the dining room where the 
dressmaker's dummy maintained its sentinel position over my 
mother's sewing machine; a few dressmaking materials were still 
spread out on the dining-room table; a drawing of a new pattern 
was pinned down flat on the table by a pair of shears. The dummy, 
however, was not newly attired. The dummy wore my mother's 
hated red dress. Owen had been the last person to dress the 
dummy. (139-140). 
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Tabitha's family has not even changed the room. But Owen knows that before 
the family can overcome its loss it must first admit that she is gone; keeping the 
dummy around would be painful and harmful. The family's keeping the 
dummy would be similar to The 158-Pound Marriage's narrator creating a 
surrogate family out of his sons' shirts and his wife's slip. Owen knows how 
unhealthy this is and insists that the dummy be removed from the house. 
Because he is the only character who knows how to overcome loss, Owen will 
not have a problem handling Tabitha's dummy; also, his precognitive skills 
reveal to him the role that the dummy will play later, something that John—with 
the benefit of hindsight—comes to understand. 
[Owen] had managed to orchestrate my mourning on the evening 
of my mother's funeral. And, like my armadillo's claws, he'd taken 
what he wanted—in this case, my mother's double, her shy 
dressmaker's dummy in that unloved dress. Later, I thought that 
Owen must have known the dummy was important; he might 
have seen that even that unwanted dress would have a use—that it 
had a purpose (142). 
In Owen Meany's world, everything has a purpose; the dress will play a 
significant role later, just as Owen knew it would. 
Both of Owen's dramatic roles as the Christ child and as the Ghost of 
Christmas Yet to Come are significant. The first establishes the Christ-like 
connections; the second shows that Owen has precognition, when he observes 
the date of his death. While most of Irving's characters view the future with 
apprehension, fearful of potential losses, Owen is able to accept his future due to 
his faith in God. 
Owen shows that he is far from average at Gravesend Academy as well, 
where he exceeds in all of his classes and particularly seems to enjoy his 
discussions with Lewis Merrill, a man who is the opposite of Owen, one who 
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believes that “doubt [is] the essence of faith and not faith's opposite" (111). Lewis 
Merrill is a very articulate man who has a slight stutter, developed when he lost 
his faith in God. 
Despite Owen's faith in God, he has little to do with organized religion 
and feels nothing but animosity toward the Catholic Church, as the Catholics 
have refused to believe that Owen was born of a virgin. While he has a dislike 
for all things Catholic, “the object that most attracted Owen's contempt was the 
stone statue of Mary Magdalene, the reformed prostitute who guarded the 
playground of St. Michael's-the parochial school" (270). Even as a child, Owen 
singled out the statue for constant abuse, throwing chestnuts at it in the fall and 
placing dead tadpoles and toads upon it in the spring. 
After Owen is expelled from Gravesend Academy, he uses the statue of 
Mary Magdalene to exact his revenge on Randy White, the headmaster. When 
John and Dan arrive at school one morning, they see that Owen has removed 
the statue from St. Michael's and placed it on the stage of the auditorium. John 
narrates: 
We sat beside the janitor on the front-row bench in the early 
light. As always, with Owen Meany, there was the necessary 
consideration of the symbols involved. He had removed Mary 
Magdalene's arms, above the elbows, so that her gesture of 
beseeching the assembled audience would seem all the more an act 
of supplication—and all the more helpless. Dan and I both knew 
that Owen suffered an obsession with armlessness—this was 
Watahantowet's familiar totem, this is what Owen had done to my 
armadillo. My mother's dressmaker's dummy was armless, too. 
But neither Dan nor I was prepared for Mary Magdalene 
being headless—for her head was cleanly sawed or chiseled or blasted 
off. Because my mother's dummy was also headless, I thought that 
Mary Magdalene bore a stony three- or four-hundred-pound 
resemblance; my mother had the better figure, but Mary Magdalene 
was taller (402-403). 
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Owen is trying to tell his former classmates and instructors what he knows about 
loss, but his message is not understood for two reasons. The first reason is that 
the statue becomes a “prop," distracting all who see it from Owen's message. The 
second reason is demonstrated a little later: 
. . . [M]any of the faculty had turned out for the occasion. And Mary 
Magdalene was there to greet us; armless, but reaching out to us, 
headless, but eloquent-with the clean-cut stump of her neck, which 
was slashed at her Adam's apple, expressing so dramatically that she 
had much to say to us. We sat in a hush in the Great Hall, waiting 
for the headmaster (409). 
Mary Magdalene (and through her, Owen Meany) has much to say to the 
assembled students and staff, but her knowledge is of a kind that must be learned 
independently of another. The severed head of the statue shows this, just as the 
frustration exhibited by Watahantowet's totem being unable to write did 
centuries before. One's faith must develop on its own; it cannot be given by 
another. 
No longer a student, Owen and John spend much time practicing “the 
shot," trying to get the ball stuffed through the net in less than three seconds. 
When they aren't playing basketball, they work at the Meany quarry, where John 
uses the diamond wheel to cut the large slabs of granite. This is the wheel that 
Owen uses to remove the first two joints of John's right index finger, saving him 
from the Vietnam draft. Amputating John's finger is the closest Owen comes to 
stating Watahantowet's message, something that John begins to understand later 
in life: 
When I want to be “wicked," I show the finger; correction—I 
show what's missing, I show not the finger. . . I am grateful to Owen 
Meany for so many things; not only did he keep me out of 
Vietnam—he created for me a perfect teaching tool, he gave me a 
terrific attention-getter for whenever the class is lagging behind. I 
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simply raise my hand; I point. It is the absence of my pointer that 
makes pointing an interesting and riveting thing for me to do. . . . 
“Don't you point that thing at me!" Hester was fond of 
saying. 
But it was not “that thing," it was not anything that upset 
her, it was what was missing. The amputation was very clean~it 
was the cleanest cut imaginable. There's nothing grotesque, or 
mangled--or even raw-looking--about the stump. The only thing 
wrong with me is what's missing. Owen Meany is missing (531). 
The only thing wrong with most of Irving's characters is “what's missing." Their 
losses cripple them as effectively as the diamond wheel crippled John. “What's 
missing" is not what actually troubles Irving's characters; it is only when they try 
to deny their losses that trouble arises. Just as John's using his finger as it were 
whole makes it “interesting and riveting," drawing attention to the fact that he is 
not complete, so do these characters' actions show that their lives are not 
complete; trying to act as if nothing has been lost simply draws attention to what 
is lacking. When these characters attempt to do this by taking on numerous 
diversions, they are constantly reminded of what they have lost; because of this, 
they will never overcome their losses. 
Admitting that changes have occurred is only the first step in overcoming 
loss; faith is the crucial second step. John understands that changes have taken 
place, some of them as a direct result of his losses. He no longer lives in the 
United States and he is now religious, although he lacks the proper degree of 
faith to overcome his losses; when he gets this, Owen's death will not haunt him 
as much. 
After Owen's death, John pays a visit to the Meanys. In Owen's room he 
discovers 
The severed arms from the vandalized statue of Mary Magdalene 
were oddly attached to my mother's dressmaker's dummy—formerly 
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as armless as she was headless. The pale, white-washed arms were 
too long for the smaller proportions of my mother's figure; but I 
suppose that these overreaching arms had only enhanced Owen's 
memory of the affection my mother had felt for him. his Army 
duffel bag was on the bed beside me; the Meanys had not unpacked 
it (534). 
Owen's parents have not changed anything about his room; they are denying 
that they have lost their son. Shortly after his arrival, John is shown the 
gravestone prepared by Owen, correctly etched with his name, rank, and date of 
death. 
Shaken up by this, John goes to talk with Lewis Merrill and is presented 
with the information that Merrill is John's father. Merrill confesses that he lost 
his faith when Tabitha died; moments before she was struck by the foul ball, 
Merrill had prayed for her death. John is disgusted by his father, although he 
decides, "[i]f neither God nor Owen Meany could restore the Rev. Mr. Merrill's 
faith, I though I knew a 'miracle' that my father was susceptible to believing in" 
(552). 
John retrieves the dressmaker's dummy with the white-washed arms 
from the Meanys and sets it up near the vestry: 
I walked back and forth between the flower beds and the door to the 
vestry, trying to see how the dummy appeared from that distance- 
angling my mother's body so that her unforgettable figure would be 
instantly recognizable. It was perfect how the dark-colored light 
from the chancel threw exactly the right amount of illumination 
upon her—there was just enough light to accentuate the scarlet glare 
of her dress, but not enough light to make her headlessness too 
apparent. Her head and her feet were just missing—or else 
consumed by the shadows of the night. From the door of the vestry, 
my mother's figure was both vividly alive and ghostly. . . (554). 
When Merrill spies what he believes to be Tabitha, he begins to babble 
hysterically. John leaves and does not see his father until Owen's funeral when 
he notices 
something newly powerful and confident in [Merrill's] voice, and 
the mourners heard it; the congregation gave him their complete 
attention. Of course, I knew what it was that had changed in him; 
he had found his lost faith-he spoke with absolute belief in every 
word he uttered; therefore, he never stuttered (563). 
His encounter with Tabitha's ghost restores Lewis Merrill's faith. It is only after 
arms are attached to the previously armless dummy that the Reverend's faith is 
restored; Merrill now has the means to overcome his loss; his newly found faith 
allows him to overcome Tabitha's death and he is "armed" for the first time 
since Owen hit the foul ball. Lewis Merrill discovers his lost faith and becomes 
whole again. 
Owen's death affected John severely, preventing him from discussing it 
until several years had passed. John is present and helps Owen save the 
Vietnamese orphans from Dick Jarvits's grenade; he finally understands why 
Owen was so insistent about practicing the shot. After the grenade blast, John 
was horrified to see that "[b]oth of Owen Meany's arms were missing—they were 
severed just below his elbows, perhaps three-quarters of the way up his forearms; 
but he'd not begun to bleed badly, not yet. . . . Nowhere else was he injured" 
(614). In death, Owen comes to resemble Watahantowet's totem; this is 
significant, for they are the only two characters who know how loss can be 
overcome, something that Owen tries to share with John. "REMEMBER 
WATAHANTOWET?" he asks (615), shortly before dying. Like Watahantowet's, 
Owen's message is complex, he reminds John about the necessity of faith to 
overcome loss, and demonstrates just how costly loss is. Owen is not concerned 
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about dying because if his faith; his armlessness does not bother him, for he is 
spiritually whole. John will need to develop his own faith before he will be able 
to overcome Owen's death, and he is beginning to do so at the end of the novel. 
A Prayer for Owen Meany refutes the central message of Irving's six 
preceding novels; focusing on the family is not the best way for an individual to 
come to terms with loss. As evidenced by the many deaths in all of Irving's 
novels, and especially by Tabitha's death in the seventh novel, the family does 
not serve as an effective distraction from loss, as it can be destroyed very easily 
and by something as commonplace as a foul ball. Those who try to use the 
family in an attempt to overcome loss ironically suffer even more, for they 
become aware of how prevalent loss is when they constantly lose their family 
diversions. 
A Prayer for Owen Meany is significant because Irving finally abandons 
the search for a distraction from loss and replaces it instead with a need for the 
individual to acquire religious faith. Those with religious faith are able to 
overcome their losses, although it is sometimes a costly endeavor. Faith will not 
prevent losses from occurring, as exemplified by Owen Meany; he is responsible 
for the death of Tabitha Wheelwright, he is deprived of his status as Gravesend 
Academy's finest student, and he is killed, losing his arms to complete God's 
plan. But while Owen suffers many losses, he is not as affected by them as are 
the rest of Irving's characters. Owen's religious convictions are not a mere 
distraction; they are a permanent part of his life, and all the foul balls or raging 
bears in the world will not be able to take them from him. This is how Irving 
shows that religious convictions are the best way to deal with and to overcome 
loss. 
Religious faith has another advantage over the distractions presented in 
Irving's novels, shown by the Reverend Lewis Merrill; if an individual happens 
to lose his or her faith, it is possible for it to be recovered. This is not the case for 
any of the distractions that Irving's characters take on in their efforts to deny 
their losses; when a distraction gone, it remains so forever. 
In such a way do we see that loss is a primary theme in all seven of John 
Irving's novels; in the first six, he presents many different distractions from loss, 
but shows how ineffective and temporary they are. In the seventh novel, he 
accepts that there are no distractions from loss; all of his proposed distractions 
guarantee that the individual will not be able to overcome losses, but will always 
be struggling against it. Owen Meany understands this and does not take on any 
distractions, but instead possess a deep religious belief that enables him to 
overcome his losses; indeed, he almost seems to thrive on losses, for they make 
his belief that much stronger. 
Irving's abandoning the belief that one can be distracted from loss is a 
monumental step for him as both an author and as an individual. The fact that 
no one has ever explored the concept of loss as a central theme in Irving's works 
is surprising, as is the fact that no one has acknowledged the fact that A Prayer for 
Owen Meany is such a huge departure for the author, and shows that he is a 
multi-faceted person as well as a talented observer and reporter of the human 
experience. 
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